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Dear Mr. Chairman: 

As requested, we are reporting on the status of state cleanups of hazard- 
ous waste sites not on the National Priorities List (NPL) and the cleanup 
standards planned for selected non-NPL sites. The report also contains 
our views on the Environmental Protection Agency’s proposed “defer- 
ral” policy, which would allow states to manage the cleanup of some NPL 

sites. 

Unless you publicly release its contents earlier, we will not make this 
report available to other interested parties until 30 days after the date 
of this letter. At that time we will send copies to the appropriate con- 
gressional committees; the Administrator, Environmental Protection 
Agency; and the Director, Office of Management and Budget. We will 
also make copies available to others upon request. 

This work was performed under the general direction of Richard L. 
Hembra, Director, Environmental Protection Issues. Major contributors 
are listed in appendix VI. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Dexter Peach 
Assistant Comptroller General 



Executive Summary 

Purpose Of the thousands of sites contaminated by hazardous waste around the 
country, only about 1,200 are targeted for cleanup under the Environ- 
mental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Superfund program. Although federal 
law does not require cleanup of non-Superfund sites or set cleanup stan- 
dards for them, many states have begun cleanups under their own pro- 
grams. The Chairman, Subcommittee on Environment, Energy, and 
Natural Resources, House Committee on Government Operations, asked 
GAO to determine state progress in cleaning up non-Superfund sites and 
whether the cleanups met Super-fund standards. He also asked GAO to 
review EPA’S proposed policy change to allow states to manage some 
Superfund site cleanups. 

Background In 1980 the Congress created the Superfund program to clean up the 
most dangerous hazardous waste sites either with federal money or by 
requiring action from the parties responsible for the pollution. But the 
$10.1 billion Superfund is expected to clean up only a small portion of 
the nation’s hazardous waste sites; cleanup of the rest, collectively a 
serious and costly pollution problem, depends largely on state action. 

Cleaning up a hazardous waste site involves (1) deciding on cleanup 
levels-the extent to which contaminants must be reduced or contained 
to protect human health and the environment-and (2) selecting 
cleanup remedies- the ways to achieve the reduction or containment. 
Cleanup levels for some contaminants at Super-fund sites, such as lead in 
drinking water, are controlled by various federal laws and regulations. 
The cleanup level for most contaminants, however, is determined site by 
site following a “risk assessment,” which identifies potential harmful 
effects of contaminants and estimates how much they need to be 
reduced. EPA procedures call for comparison of alternative remedies to 
ensure selection of ones that best fulfill provisions of the Super-fund law, 
such as the requirement for permanent, cost-effective cleanup. 

Since EPA expects the backlog of Superfund sites to grow, it has pro- 
posed a policy change to turn over some Super-fund sites to the states for 
cleanup. Under this policy, called “deferral” because responsibility 
would be deferred to the states, EPA would not include these sites in the 
Superfund program if states agree to manage their cleanups, and EP.4 

would not insist that states follow all federal cleanup standards and 
procedures. 

In performing its review GAO sent a questionnaire to all states and vis- 
ited seven states varying in the age and size of their cleanup programs. 
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At the seven states visited, GAO selected 17 cleanups for in-depth analy- 
sis. These case studies are not necessarily representative of other clean- 
ups in the seven states or nationwide, but they help illustrate the issues 
states deal with in managing cleanups. 

Results in Brief While most states have accomplished few or no cleanups, some have 
enacted tough cleanup laws, committed relatively large resources to the 
cleanup effort, and achieved considerable results. States reported to GAO 

that of their approximately 28,000 known or suspected hazardous waste 
sites, they have completed cleanups at about 1,700, or 7 percent, and 
begun work at another 760. In comparison, EPA had cleaned up 38, or 3 
percent, of the 1,174 Super-fund sites as of December 31, 1988. Most 
cleanups were done by a small number of states. 

At the 17 non-Superfund sites GAO analyzed, state cleanup plans gener- 
ally specified cleanup levels that were at least as stringent as those in 
the federal laws and regulations applied at Super-fund sites. However, no 
federal standards have been set for over half of the contaminants found 
at these sites. In such cases, if these were Superfund sites, EPA would use 
a risk assessment to set cleanup levels. For 11 of the 17 sites, the states 
set cleanup levels without performing such formal risk assessments. 
Additionally, most states we reviewed selected remedies without the full 
consideration of alternatives EPA requires. As a result, it is uncertain 
that these site cleanups will be as protective as required at Superfund 
sites. Although the Superfund law does not require it, EPA provides tech- 
nical assistance to states. State officials nationwide said they could ben- 
efit from more EPA cleanup standards and technical assistance. 

Most states’ ability to effectively clean up large, complex hazardous 
waste sites has not been demonstrated. For this reason and to preserve 
fair, consistent treatment of responsible parties and the public, GAO 

believes that EPA should proceed with deferral of Superfund sites only if 
it can ensure that state cleanups of deferred sites are at least as protec- 
tive as Superfund requires. 

Principal Findings 

State Progress Forty-seven states reported about 28,000 known or suspected non- 
Super-fund sites, but since many have not identified all their sites, the 
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potential universe is much larger. Forty-two states reported inspecting 
about 7,800 sites and 43 reported cleaning up 1,736, or 7 percent. Prog- 
ress in long-term cleanup activity is concentrated in a few states. About 
four-fifths of the 1,736 completed cleanups were done by six states. A 
third of the reporting states have not completed any cleanups. States 
generally expect the non-Super-fund cleanup effort to be prolonged; for 
example, 16 thought it would take more than 20 years, and 20 could 
make no estimate at all. 

Three of the states GAO visited, New Jersey, California, and 
Massachusetts, which are among the most active states, have estab- 
lished major hazardous waste site cleanup programs. All have had, for 
at least 5 years, laws giving them authority to compel responsible par- 
ties to clean up sites, have authorized at least $100 million for cleanup, 
and employ 100 or more people in their programs. 

Most other states have not made major financial commitments to the 
cleanup of non-Superfund sites. A recent study by a national association 
found that of 41 states reporting data, only 11 had more than $5 million 
available at least in part for nonSuperfund sites. The progress of most 
states is heavily dependent on their finding responsible parties willing 
and able to fund cleanups. 

Cleanup Levels At the 17 non-Superfund sites GAO analyzed, the seven states’ cleanup 
plans almost always met the federal contaminant levels required for 
Superfund sites or they used stricter standards. For example, the states’ 
plans used federal drinking water standards for cleaning up ground- 
water. But there were no federal standards for about a third of the con- 
taminants in the groundwater and none for the many soil contaminants 
at the sites GAO reviewed. At Super-fund sites, EPA uses risk assessments 
to set cleanup levels for these uncovered contaminants. Risk assess- 
ments were either not done or were incomplete by WA standards at 11 of 
the 17 sites. In some instances all possible contaminants or their expo- 
sure routes were not considered. 

EPA requires that a number of remedies be studied for a Superfund site 
in order to select one that is cost-effective, is protective, and to the max- 
imum extent practicable solves the pollution problem permanently. Six 
of the states GAO visited did not consider the full range of remedies that 
EPA recommends in order to select the best solution. Only one state, cov- 
ering 3 of the 17 non-Superfund sites analyzed, considered the full range 
of remedies. 
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GAO'S nationwide survey, discussions with state officials, and reviews of 
17 case studies indicate that states need more information on health 
effects of contaminants, protective cleanup levels, risk assessments, 
remedy selection, and cleanup technologies. Although EPA provides 
states technical assistance in the form of standards, guidance, training, 
and advice on some sites, more such assistance would be helpful for non- 
Superfund cleanups. 

Deferral of Sites to States Most states have little cleanup experience at large hazardous waste 
sites, and their programs and budgets are small. Such states may have 
limited clout negotiating cleanups with responsible parties. Turning over 
Superfund sites to states without adequate controls and oversight is 
likely to result in differing cleanup quality and uneven treatment of 
responsible parties. 

Recommendations Because the states face a complex cleanup job at thousands of non- 
Super-fund sites, GAO recommends that the EPA Administrator reexamine 
the nature, form, and extent of EPA'S technical assistance to states and 
EPA regions and implement a strategy for more effective delivery of such 
assistance. To promote protective, consistent cleanups of Super-fund 
sites, GAO also recommends that any deferral policy EPA adopts include 
requirements for state eligibility, cleanups at least as stringent as 
Super-fund requires, and monitoring of state cleanups of deferred sites 
by EPA. 

Agency Comments GAO discussed the report’s contents with EPA and state officials and 
incorporated their comments where appropriate. However, as directed, 
GAO did not obtain official EPA or state comments on a draft of this 
report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Hazardous substances have been released at thousands of sites through- 
out the United States due to accidental spills and intentional disposal at 
locations unsuitable for their proper containment. As a result, sub- 
stances have entered the air, soil, groundwater, and surface water, mak- 
ing the environment unhealthful for people and other life. The Congress 
has passed several environmental laws to prevent additional contamina- 
tion from hazardous substances and, in 1980, enacted the Comprehen- 
sive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 
(CERCLA) to clean up the nation’s worst hazardous waste sites. 

CERCLA empowered the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to com- 
pel parties responsible for the contamination to clean up the sites- 
many old and abandoned. CEXCLA also created a fund, called the 
Superfund, to pay for cleanups, and authorized EPA to recover its costs 
from those responsible for the contamination. EPA includes the sites it 
determines to be potentially the most dangerous on the National Priori- 
ties List (NPL), making them eligible for Super-fund action. The 1986 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act, which reauthorized 
CERCLA, set goals for federal cleanups of NPL sites and stated how 
cleanup standards should be set and remedies selected for the sites. 

Although Super-fund has a $10.1 billion authorization, only a small per- 
centage of the nation’s hazardous waste sites will be placed on the NPL 

for cleanup through federal action. Cleanup of the non-NPL sites, to the 
extent it is accomplished, will come from state, local, and private action. 
Although CERCLA does not require it, many states have established pro- 
grams to deal with non-NpL sites and, to various degrees, are committing 
resources to clean them up. 

Concerned that many non-ML sites may pose serious health and envi- 
ronmental risks and are not being adequately addressed, the Chairman, 
Subcommittee on Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources, House 
Committee on Government Operations, asked us to assess what progress 
the states are making in cleaning up these sites and how the standards 
used for state cleanups compare with EPA guidelines for setting cleanup 
standards at NPL sites. He also asked us to comment on a recent EPA pro- 
posal to allow states to accept responsibility for cleaning up some sites 
that would otherwise be on the NPL. 
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Identifying and EPA is informed of potential hazardous sites by state and local officials, 

Cleaning Up Priority 
owners and operators of facilities where hazardous substances have 
been released, the general public, and its own assessment and enforce- 

Sites for Superfund ment efforts. EPA evaluates these sites for the KPL only after they are 
entered into a data base called the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System (CERCLIS). As 
of March 30, 1989, CERCLIS contained about 31,000 sites, 1,163 of which 
were on or proposed for the NPL. 

Once listed in CERCUS, a site progresses through a series of increasingly 
detailed evaluations-performed either by EPA or by a state under a 
cooperative agreement with EPA-designed to identify and assess uncon- 
tained hazardous substances. The first step in the assessment, called a 
preliminary assessment, uses readily available information to determine 
whether the situation calls for emergency action, additional investiga- 
tion, or no further federal action. If the assessment reveals the need for 
emergency or additional action, the site is inspected to determine if 
there is any immediate danger to persons living or working nearby. The 
site inspection may also include monitoring, surveys, and tests. When 
sufficient information is collected, sites are scored using WA'S Hazard 
Ranking System (HRS). Scores range from 0 to 100, with 100 being the 
worst, and are based on contamination of groundwater, surface water, 
and air. If a site scores above 28.5, EPA can propose listing it on the NPL. 

As of December 1988, approximately 12,000 of the sites on CERCLIS 

showed no evidence that they require further response under 
Super-fund. 

Whether or not a site qualifies for a Superfund cleanup action, EPA may 
fund a “removal.” Removals are short-term actions to alleviate critical 
situations. For example, removal activity can include removing drums 
that contain hazardous waste, fencing areas to limit access, providing 
alternative water supplies, and temporarily housing people whose 
health is threatened by hazardous waste. CERCLA (as amended in 1986) 
limits federal funding for removals to $2 million for each site and 
requires that actions be completed in 12 months. Longer term federal 
cleanup actions, called “remedial actions,” generally follow if the site is 
on the NPL. 

Superfund Site 
Management 

EPA has a multiphased process for managing remedial Superfund site 
cleanups. After it puts a site on the NPL and selects it for cleanup, EP~\ or 
the potentially responsible party conducts the remedial investigation 
and feasibility study. Information is collected on the type and extent of 
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contamination at the site, various cleanup alternatives are considered, 
and their cost effectiveness is assessed. The remedial investigation and 
feasibility study result in the selection of remedial actions and are docu- 
mented in a Record of Decision. Recent remedial investigation/feasibility 
studies have typically taken about 2 years to complete, at an average 
cost of more than $1 million per site. Remedial actions described in a 
Record of Decision are then designed and carried out. A congressional 
staff report has estimated that the average cost of remedial actions 
ranged from $21 million to $30 million a site.’ 

State Participation States sometimes take lead responsibility for portions of cleanups at cer- 
tam NPL sites, including enforcement actions, negotiations with poten- 
tially responsible parties, and oversight of remedial actions. WA'S policy 
requires it to closely monitor state decisions, approve Records of Deci- 
sion, and ensure that states follow EPA’S enforcement policies and proce- 
dures. EPA funds state activities when they lead part or all of an NPL site 
cleanup. 

Nature of Non-NPL 
Sites 

While EPA has designed procedures to identify the NPL sites, it is not 
required to take any long-term remedial action on the non-NpL sites. Non- 
NPL sites include those that EPA or states have assessed and found to be 
ineligible for the NPL, unassessed or unscored sites that may or may not 
eventually be eligible for the NPL, sites that states have not reported to 
EPA, and undiscovered sites. Nevertheless, non-NpL sites are a significant 
threat to the environment. 

Number of Non-NPL Sites Accurate data are not available on the number of non-NpL sites, since 

Is Unknown many still have not been identified. In December 1987, we reported that 
neither states nor EPA has tried to identify all potential sites.* Our own 
estimate was that between 130,000 and 426,000 sites may eventually 
have to be evaluated for possible cleanup action. Some states have 
active site identification programs underway, while other states rely 
solely on citizen reports of potential sites. Although EPA has studied 
potential hazards posed by several sources, it has not systematically 

‘A Repo~totheCommitteeonAppropriations, U.S.HouseofRepresentatives(SurveyandLnvestiga- 
ti+ 
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attempted to identify all potential sites. Instead, it relies on less system- 
atic methods-for example, notification of potential sites by citizens 
and by officials from other state and federal programs. 

In addition, states do not report all their known sites to EPA, including 
some that could qualify for the NPL. In our December 1987 report, for 
example, we pointed out that states did not always report all their 
known hazardous waste sites to EPA when the states believed that such 
sites were expected to be ineligible for federal funds or when states 
thought EPA cleanup was too time-consuming or expensive. This nonre- 
porting still continues, as we shall discuss in chapter 2. 

Threats Posed by Non-NPL According to EPA, while many of the non-NPL sites pose a threat to 

Sites human health, because of their location and the nature of their contami- 
nation, they will affect fewer people than NPL sites. EPA set the 
Superfund eligibility cutoff score at 28.6 to include at least 400 sites on 
the initial NPL, an arbitrary number suggested by CERCLA. Since some 
non-NpL sites’ scores are close to the cutoff score, they do not differ sig- 
nificantly from some sites on the NPL. An EPA report included some 
examples of types of non-NPL sites that pose potential health and envi- 
ronmental dangers3 These included the following: 

l Some sites are not located near populous areas but could still pose sig- 
nificant environmental damage and health threats through contamina- 
tion of food chains. Water used for irrigation or stock watering may, 
over the long term, affect plants and animals that are used for human 
consumption. Currently, these sites are not addressed by Superfund if 
human populations are not involved or if there is no immediate hazard. 

. At a number of sites, potential exposure to contaminants through direct 
physical contact has not been factored into the HRS, since the only path- 
ways of contamination considered in the score are groundwater, surface 
water, and air. These sites may include substances such as lead or dioxin 
in soil or air that could be inhaled, ingested, or absorbed by humans. 

. Some non-NPL sites are located in cities where many people live near the 
sites. Hazardous waste sites here may involve some groundwater or sur- 
face water contamination, but since the population is likely to be served 
by municipal drinking water supplies rather than the affected water 
supplies, little exposure could be expected through the routes assessed 
during scoring. 

3Extent of the Hazardous Release Problem and Future Funding Needs: CERCLA Section 301(aX 1x0 
study, ffkeof lid aste and 0 eww 
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On December 23, 1988, EPA proposed revisions to the HRS that could 
address some of these potentially hazardous situations. The score would 
consider on-site exposure as a fourth pathway for contamination, if 
appropriate; EPA would also broaden criteria for evaluating sensitive 
environments, such as wetlands. While sites that were not eligible for 
the NPL under the current HRS might qualify under the proposed HRS, EP.~ 

has decided not t(J systematically reevaluate them under the new sys- 
tem, although some may be reevaluated. 

Cleanup Standards Before cleaning up a hazardous waste site, EPA must resolve two issues: 

and Remedies 
(1) cleanup levels- the extent to which contaminants must be reduced 
or contained to protect human health and the environment-and (2) 

Required at NPL Sites cleanup remedies-the means to achieve the reduction or containment 
(e.g., whether the contaminants should be burned or buried). EPA bases 
individual decisions about contaminant cleanup levels on various envi- 
ronmental laws and other guidance and on an assessment of the health 
risks posed by the particular site. The 1986 Super-fund amendments and 
EPA guidance offer criteria for remedy selection. 

Cleanup Standards for 
NPL Sites 

When enacted in 1980, CERCLA did not address cleanup levels or reme- 
dies. The absence of cleanup standards sparked controversy and led to 
confusion in these two areas. While other federal environmental legisla- 
tion during the 1970’s sought to establish national standards for partic- 
ular media (air, water, etc.), the variety of chemicals found in different 
media at hazardous waste sites present EPA with complex cleanup 
problems. 

EPA chose not to develop separate cleanup standards for NPL sites, but 
instead established a policy in 1986 to use contaminant standards from 
other environmental laws when they are “applicable” or “relevant and 
appropriate” requirements @RUB). This policy was described in the 
National Contingency Plan (NCP), the federal regulation that guides the 
Super-fund program. The NCP incorporated ARAIB and required that 
Super-fund remedies comply with ARARS. The Super-fund Public Health 
Evaluation Manual describes EPA's process for setting cleanup levels 
based on health effects information and on levels derived from risk 
assessments. Section 121 of the 1986 Super-fund amendments basically 
codified the 1986 EPA policy and surpassed its standards by requiring 
that cleanup actions comply with promulgated state requirements when 
the latter are more stringent. 
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EPA uses a combination of ARARS and risk assessments at Superfund 
sites. However, ARARS cover only some of the hundreds of contaminants 
found at Superfund sites; risk assessments often must use other infor- 
mation in setting cleanup levels. The risk assessment examines the 
health and environmental consequences of exposure to contaminants at 
sites. In some instances where ARARS are not sufficiently protective, 
other, more stringent levels may be considered in setting cleanup levels. 
For example, when multiple carcinogens are present at a site, a risk 
assessment may indicate that cleanup levels for individual contaminants 
that are more stringent than AFURS may need to be used. Appendix I of 
this report discusses how AMRS, health effects information, and risk 
assessments are used to set cleanup levels at Superfund sites. 

Cleanup Remedies for NPL Section 121 of the 1986 Superfund amendments mandates that remedies 

Sites be selected in accordance with broad goals it establishes: 

“Remedial actions in which treatment which permanently and significantly reduces 
the volume, toxicity or mobility of the hazardous substances, pollutants. and con- 
taminants is a principal element, are to be preferred over remedial actions not 
involving such treatment. The offsite transport and disposal of hazardous sub- 
stances or contaminated materials without such treatment should be the least 
favored alternative remedial action where practicable treatment technologies are 
available . . . The President shall select a remedial action that is protective of 
human health and the environment, that is cost effective, and that utilizes perma- 
nent solutions and alternative treatment technologies or resource recovery technolo- 
gies to the maximum extent practicable.” 

In addition, EPA guidance offers nine criteria for selecting remedial 
actions for treating or containing hazardous waste at a site. Revisions to 
EPA’S regulations proposed on December 21, 1988, weight the nine rem- 
edy evaluation criteria and divide them into three groups: (1) two of the 
nine criteria (called threshold factors) must be satisfied before an alter- 
native can be eligible for selection, (2) five additional criteria (balancing 
factors) weigh major tradeoffs between alternative hazardous waste 
management strategies for a site, and (3) two criteria (state and commu- 
nity acceptance) are modifying considerations taken into account in 
selecting a final remedy. (See fig. 1.1.) 
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Figure 1.1: Remedy Evaluation Criteria 
Threshold Factors 

Overall protection of human health and the environment 
Compliance with ARARS 

Primary Balancing Factors 

Long-term effectiveness and permanence 
Reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume 
Short-term effectiveness 
Implementability 
cost 

Modifying Considerations 

State acceptance 
Community acceptance 

Before a remedy is selected, EPA studies the feasibility of alternative 
courses of action. EPA'S feasibility study process calls for developing and 
screening a variety of these alternatives against the nine remedy selec- 
tion criteria. According to EPA guidance, alternatives should typically 
include (as appropriate) 

. alternatives that range from treatment that eliminates the need for long- 
term monitoring and oversight to treatment for major threats; 

l alternatives that protect human health and the environment primarily 
by containing waste and preventing exposure to it; and 

. the alternative of taking no action. 

The remedy selected must be protective and meet ARAFB. It must also 
take into account the balancing factors and modifying considerations. 
More information on remedy selection and the various techniques for 
treating and containing waste is presented in appendix I of this report. 
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Cleanup Standards Neither CERCLA (with its amendments) nor EPA guidance mandates 

and Remedy Selection 
cleanup standards and remedy selection criteria for non+PL sites. EPA 

leaves these decisions to states that oversee non-NPL cleanups, except in 
Criteria for Non-NPL instances where other federal laws are applicable, such as the Resource 

Sites Conservation and Recovery Act, which regulates the handling and dis- 
posing of hazardous waste, or the Safe Drinking Water Act, which sets 
limits on contaminants in drinking water. 

Although EPA does not oversee cleanup at non-N% sites, it does provide 
some indirect help in setting standards and selecting remedies. Some 
state program officials told us they use federal environmental legislation 
and EPA guidance as models. In addition, EPA provides training to state 
personnel and serves as a source for technical advice and information on 
health effects of contaminants and cleanup technologies. 

EPA Proposes Giving Currently some states assess or investigate sites or assume lead respon- 

States Authority for 
sibility for NPL cleanups. However, EPA retains oversight authority over 
such cleanups, which must be conducted in accordance with EPA cleanup 

Some NPL Site standards and procedures. A recent WA proposal would defer adding 

Cleanups some sites to the NPL to allow other authorities, including the states, to 
clean them UP.~ The proposal would increase state discretion regarding 
cleanup standards and methods for NPL sites. EPA solicited comments on 
specific aspects of this proposal in the December 21, 1988, Federal 
Register. 

The proposal to defer cleanup of some of the nation’s most serious haz- 
ardous waste sites to state authorities raises issues about states’ readi- 
ness and ability to assume this responsibility, the cleanup standards 
that would apply, and the level of EPA oversight to be provided. Chapter 
4 discusses EPA’S proposal in light of our findings about state progress 
and standards used in cleaning up non-NPL sites. 

Objectives, Scope, and The Chairman, Subcommittee on Environment, Energy, and Natural 

Methodology 
Resources, House Committee on Government Operations, requested that 
we study cleanup actions on hazardous waste sites not on the NPL. In 
particular, he asked us to 

‘EPA currently defers NPL listing of sites that can be addressed by certain other federal programs. 
The proposal would allow deferral of NPL sites to three additional authorities: state authorities. other 
specified federal authorities, and some responsible parties. Since our review focuses on state pry 
grams and their cleanups of non-NPL sites, this report does not address potential deferral to other 
federal authorities or responsible parties. 
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l assess the progress of cleanup activities at sites not on the NPL and 
l determine if cleanup standards being used at non+iPL sites are at least as 

stringent as those mandated for NPL sites. 

We also agreed to provide our observations on EPA'S deferral proposal 
and, as needed, to include recommendations on its implementation. 

To determine states’ progress in cleaning up sites and understand how 
they manage sites, we obtained information from both in-depth reviews 
of seven states’ programs and from questionnaires sent to all states. The 
seven states we visited-California, Indiana, Massachusetts, Montana, 
New Jersey, Oregon, and Virginia- were selected to include states with 
both established and new cleanup programs and to provide geographic 
balance. Responses to the questionnaires were obtained from all 50 
states. The questionnaire results provided data on 

l states’ cleanup progress on sites they have identified, 
l cleanup progress on sites scored but not listed on or proposed for the 

NPL, 

l the extent to which potentially responsible parties fund cleanups, 
. types of remedies chosen, 
l types of assistance the federal government could provide, and 
l attitudes on NPL site deferral. 

In getting data on state progress, we used two data bases. We requested 
information from states on about 1,000 individual sites in CERCLIS that 
had been scored but were not on or proposed for the NPL. We selected 
these sites because they had been considered significant enough to prog- 
ress through key phases in EPA's site evaluation and scoring process. 
Recognizing that these sites would not give us a complete picture of 
state activity, we also requested information from states on progress 
made at all non+PL sites they had identified. The questionnaire’s admin- 
istration is discussed in more detail in appendix II. Appendix III contains 
a copy of the questionnaire with results. 

To address the issue of cleanup standards used at non-NpL sites, we dis- 
cussed with the seven states their approaches for setting cleanup stan- 
dards and selecting remedies. While at the states, we also obtained 
information on a total of 17 non-NPL sites for which remedies had been 
selected and/or cleanup levels had been set. We discussed each site with 
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its case manager5 and reviewed site documentation to determine how the 
standards to be used at the site compared with EPA guidelines for setting 
standards at NPL sites. EPA officials and a representative from the Envi- 
ronmental Defense Fund (EDF) reviewed each case analysis and sum- 
mary and provided us informal comments on the standards and 
remedies used.” Our case selection and analysis are discussed further in 
appendix II. 

For our analysis of EPA’S proposed deferral policy, we reviewed the pro- 
posal and discussed it with officials from EPA, the seven states visited, 
and three environmental groups: EDF, the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, and the Sierra Club. Additionally, our questionnaire asked 
states about the circumstances under which they might clean up 
deferred sites and their views on the benefits and problems such a pol- 
icy might create for them and for hazardous waste cleanup in general. 

We discussed the issues surrounding non-NPL cleanups with officials in 
EPA headquarters Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response (which 
manages the Superfund program) and Office of Research and Develop- 
ment. We also discussed state activities with officials in EPA regions 
responsible for the states we visited-Region I in Boston, Region II in 
New York, Region III in Philadelphia, Region V in Chicago, Region VIII in 
Denver, Region IX in San Francisco, and Region X in Seattle. 

We conducted our review between January 1988 and February 1989 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. We 
obtained the views of state and EPA officials with responsibility for 
Superfund and non-WL activities and incorporated their views into the 
report where appropriate. In keeping with the Chairman’s request, we 
did not ask EPA or the states for their official review and comment on a 
draft of this report. 

“The case manager is responsible for overseeing long-term cleanup actions at one or more hazardous 
waste sites. (The EPA or state official who oversee?+ such actions at a Superfund site is called a reme- 
dial project manager.) 

“FDF is a national, nonprofit environmental advocacy group. 
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States’ Progress Toward Cleaning Up Sites Has 
Been Mixed 

The states have made mixed progress cleaning up non+PL sites. States 
reported to us that about 28,000 non+pL sites may need some attention 
and that all necessary remedial actions have been taken to clean up 
about 1,700 sites. Most of the cleanups have been accomplished by a 
small group of states. While the majority of non+PL sites are not as com- 
plex or significant as NPL sites, the problem as a whole is very large 
because of the high number of sites and the lengthy process required to 
address a site. In contrast to the 28,000 sites reported by states, EPA has 
only 1,163 sites on or proposed for the NPL. 

Addressing a state’s non-NPL sites entails a commitment to oversee 
responsible-party cleanups and to fiance cleanups for which no respon- 
sible party will pay. So far, only a small number of states have commit- 
ted sizable funds to remediate sites for which no one else will pay. These 
states also have strong enforcement tools available to get those liable for 
contamination to finance cleanup actions. They also have relatively 
large staffs that include specialists needed to oversee complex, varied 
sites. Yet, despite their intensive efforts, they recognize that cleaning up 
all of the present sites, many of which are not yet identified, will take 
many years and more resources than are now available in their states. 

In other states, cleanup programs are evolving. These states generally 
recognize that the size of their hazardous waste site problem is much 
greater than their present programs can handle. Some are now organiz- 
ing cleanup units and beginning to increase staff to assess sites and 
oversee cleanups. Many are developing regulations on the basis of 
authority obtained in recent legislation. However, they have cleaned up 
fewer sites, and their overall progress will depend on the responsible 
parties’ willingness to pay for cleanups. 

Significance of Non- 
NPL Sites 

While not considered to contain the worst contamination, non+pL sites 
still are a large problem because of the number of sites; states have so 
far identified more than 28,000 such sites. Non-NPL sites include some 
sites that could have scored high enough to be included on the NPL but 
were withheld from the list because states chose to handle them without 
federal oversight. 
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States Report More Than 
28,000 Sites Needing 
Attention 

In response to a GAO questionnaire, 47 states identified 28,192 sites that 
need some attention.* (Alaska, Hawaii, and Oregon officials told us they 
could not estimate the number of their sites.) As shown in appendix III, 
the number of sites needing attention varied widely from state to state. 
More than half of the states responding had fewer than 300 sites requir- 
ing attention, while seven states had more than 1,000 each. Many states 
need to further assess sites before they can determine which need to be 
cleaned up. Some sites included in these figures, then, may be found to 
need no cleanup. (We discuss our methodology and limitations of the 
questionnaire results in app. II.) 

List of Non-NPL Sites For various reasons, some states have decided not to refer certain sites 

Includes Some That Could for NPL listing or to report some sites to EPA for CERCIJS. Therefore, some 

Qualify for the NPL sites that states thought could qualify for the NPL are being handled 
without EPA oversight. For example: 

. Because Massachusetts law mandates how quickly sites must be cleaned 
up, the state decides if it can handle the cleanup before referring it to 
the NPL. A state cleanup official commented that listing the site on the 
NPL may actually slow down the cleanup, largely due to the length of the 
waiting period before EPA will address the site. 

. To avoid delays, Indiana officials are overseeing cleanup at one site that 
they believe would qualify for the NPL. 

l According to the Montana official responsible for preliminary assess- 
ments and site investigations, in the future Montana may stop referring 
all sites to EPA because EPA takes too long to act on sites. 

Based on the responses of 36 states, 5,556 of their 21,674 non-NPL sites, 
or 26 percent, were not listed in CERCLIS.~ 

Progress Being Made Although states reported that a great many non+PL sites need attention, 

in Cleaning Up Non- 
NPL Sites 

actual state progress through the cleanup process shows that only a 
small number of these sites are being cleaned up. In measuring progress, 
we analyzed information on (1) alI confirmed and suspected sites that 
states reported, (2) a group of scored sites that were in EPA’S CERCLJS 

‘Included here are some currently operating sites regulated by the federal Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act and some petroleum sites, even though neither is usually handled under the federal 
Superfund program. 

‘In our December 1987 report entitled Superfund: Extent of Nation’s Potential Hazardous Waste 
Problem Still Unknown (GAO/RCED8844), we recommended that the EPA Administrator issue a 
formal CERCLIS reporting policy for states and regions to follow. 
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data base, and (3) sites in the seven states we visited. We compared 
cleanup progress on non-NPL sites with progress on NPL sites, recognizing 
that the latter are generally more complex. We found that most progress 
was focused in several states and that several others have not yet com- 
pleted any site cleanups. 

Status of Non-NPL 
Cleanups 

As shown in figure 2.1, responses to our questionnaire indicate that 
many sites are proceeding through the assessment phases. According to 
the 46 states reporting data on preliminary assessments, such assess- 
ments have been undertaken or completed at 18,645 sites.” The states 
are encouraged to complete these steps because the federal government 
reimburses them for their preliminary assessments; EPA has been moti- 
vated to complete preliminary assessments because the 1986 Super-fund 
amendments required that all sites on CERCLIS have preliminary assess- 
ments completed on them by January 1, 1988. A smaller portion of sites 
have started the next step of the site assessment process-the site 
investigation. Forty-two states reported that this phase is underway or 
completed at 7,776 sites. 

States reported that a substantially smaller portion of sites have under- 
gone actions beyond site inspection: 

l 1,699 sites in 40 states reporting, or 9 percent of the sites needing atten- 
tion in those states, have interim responses (short-term actions to allevi- 
ate critical situations) underway or completed. These actions may be 
overseen by either the state or by EPA through its emergency removal 
program. 

l Of the sites needing attention in the 42 responding states, 760 (4 per- 
cent) have started but not completed remedial action. 

. Of the sites needing attention in 43 responding states, 1,736 (7 percent) 
have completed all necessary remedial action4 

Progress in completing the remedial action phase of cleanups-the 
phase where long-term cleanup actions are taken-is concentrated in 
only a few states. Of the 1,736 sites where all remedial actions have 

3Some states could provide no data for certain questions; therefore, different numbers of responding 
states are given for each cleanup step. Also, during the preliminary assessments, some sites were 
determined to need no attention and thus are excluded from the 28,192 sites needing attention 

%tates sometimes counted removal actions as cleanups completed in instances where a removal elimi- 
nated the hazard. 
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been completed, 6 states accounted for 82 percent. Further, 753 com- 
pleted sites (43 percent) were reported from New Jersey alone.; In con- 
trast, of the 43 states that reported on site completion, a third have not 
yet completed any site cleanups. 

Figure 2.1: Numbers of Non-NPL Sites at 
Various Stages of Cleanup 
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Note: Interim responses Include both state and EPA activities 
Source: Data states provided In questlonnalre responses 

Status of Scored Non-NPL Scored sites, according to states’ questionnaire responses, showed simi- 

Sites lar cleanup progress. Of the 867 scored non-NpL sites in 32 states, 3 18 
(37 percent) had some action beyond HRS scoring; 47 (5 percent) have 
had all necessary remedial action completed, with 21 of these occurring 
in 2 states. (See fig. 2.2.) 

5New Jersey’s response stated that these fgures do not represent cumulative numbers for its total 
historical cleanup program, which extends back to 1980; if cumulative numbers were included. 
figures would be larger. 
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Figure 2.2: Number of Scored Sites at 
Various Stages of Cleanup Numkr or snoa 
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Note: Data were provtded by 40 to 47 states, depending on the stage of cleanup 
Source: Questionnaire responses from states on 667 specific scored sites. 

State Projections on When Although 20 of the 50 states could not estimate how long it will take to 

All Sites Will Be Cleaned clean up all of their sites, the remaining 30 states did provide such an UP estimate. Six put their estimates at 5 to 10 years; eight put their esti- 
mates at between 11 and 20 years; and nine put their estimate at 21 to 
50 years. The remaining seven states estimated it would take more than 
50 years to complete their identified sites. 

Progress at Seven States 
GAO Visited 

Three of the seven states we visited have cleaned up substantially more 
sites than the other four. However, six of the seven states have a back- 
log of sites they need to address. In the seventh state, New Jersey, offi- 
cials reported that action was being taken on all the identified sites. 
Some states have completed many cleanups, while others are just identi- 
fying those sites their new programs must address. The number of sites 
states have identified has greatly increased in recent years. 
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Three of the states visited have had state cleanup programs in place for 
at least 5 years; each has made significant progress in identifying and 
cleaning up sites. In Massachusetts, for example, the number of con- 
firmed sites increased from 73 in 1983 to over 1,200 in January 1989. 
As of January 1989, remedial actions had been completed at 273 of 
these sites. California has undertaken an intense effort to identify sites, 
assessing about 23,800 and identifying about 5,600 as possibly requiring 
further action. As of December 1988, 176 sites had been mitigated in 
California. In its April 1988 status report, New Jersey stated that 102 
“major” cleanups (those with estimated costs of at least $100,000) had 
been completed. 

Despite this activity, each of these states has delayed or not addressed 
cleanup of sites. For example: 

l In Massachusetts, a substantial backlog of assessments has accumu- 
lated, largely because so many sites have been identified during investi- 
gations when properties have been sold. As of April 1989, the state had 
only enough staff to oversee 70 percent of the 280 priority sites; no staff 
have been assigned to the remaining sites. Throughout the state, dead- 
lines established in its cleanup law are not being met. 

l The California Super-fund program’s plans identify 328 sites to be 
addressed in the next 5 fiscal years; 53 additional confirmed sites need- 
ing cleanup, and about 5,400 suspected sites needing further investiga- 
tion. The chief of the Headquarters Site Mitigation Unit in California’s 
Department of Health Services estimated that cleanup of known sites 
will take 10 to 15 years, not including long-term operation and 
maintenance. 

. New Jersey’s Department of Environmental Protection reported in its 
October 1987 Comprehensive Management Plan that both publicly and 
privately funded remediations had experienced delays. However, offi- 
cials recently reported that restructuring the division and increasing the 
number of staff have eliminated the backlog. 

The other four states we visited are just now developing lists of sites 
that they need to address; in some cases, they did not know how many 
non-NPL sites they had addressed: 

. Virginia officials said that the state has about 425 sites on CERCIJS. Offi- 
cials thought there were additional sites in the state but could not pro- 
vide us with a complete and current list of all sites. As of July 1988, the 
state had remedial investigations or cleanup activities underway at 
about 10 non-NPL sites. Since no systematic searches are being done, 
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most state program officials we spoke with agreed that the state proba- 
bly has other undiscovered sites it must identify. 

. Montana has about 140 potential sites on CERCLIS, the inventory it uses 
for planning its Mini-Superfund program. It has evaluated 49 sites for 
state action, including 8 high-priority sites. The program is addressing 
four abandoned sites now but has not completed any non+PL site clean- 
ups. However, other state agencies have conducted cleanups within 
their authority. The Mini-Superfund program manager believes the state 
does not have sufficient resources for a site discovery program that 
would identify additional sites that may warrant remedial action. 

. When we reviewed Oregon’s cleanup program in August 1988, officials 
were compiling an inventory of sites with confirmed contamination, a 
list they expect to contain about 500 sites. The manager of the pro- 
gram’s Site Assessment Section estimated that it would take between 10 
and 30 years to clean up all the potential sites. 

. Indiana’s State Cleanup Section was addressing 25 non-NPL sites when 
we visited in September 1988. Officials characterized most of these as 
relatively quick and simple actions. In addition to the site cleanups that 
the section is overseeing, an official estimated that owners of about 60 
additional sites are cleaning them up without state oversight. At these 
sites, the owner has taken action because of real estate transfers, but 
insufficient numbers of state staff prevent the state from providing 
oversight for these cleanups. Officials believe that 300 to 400 of the 
1,200 sites on CERCLIS will probably require some cleanup activity and 
are planning to set the priority for each of these sites based on results of 
their own state scoring. 

Responsible Party- Versus States often look to responsible parties to fund hazardous waste site 

State-Funded Progress cleanup. The progress of most states is heavily dependent on their find- 
ing responsible parties willing and able to fund cleanups. In many states, 
cleanup activities have been funded almost exclusively by responsible 
parties. When we asked them about funding from responsible parties for 
“interim responses” and “remedial action,” 19 of the 42 states respond- 
ing said that more than 80 percent of their sites’ interim or emergency 
responses received at least some funding from responsible parties. Simi- 
larly, 19 of the 36 states providing funding information on remedial 
actions said that between 80 percent and 100 percent of such actions 
received at least some funding from responsible parties. Table 2.1 shows 
the states’ responses to these two questions. 
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Table 2.1: Site Actions Funded by 
Responsible Parties 

Portion of action funded (percent) 
0 to 20 

21 to40 

41 to60 

61 to80 

EI1to100 

Number of states* 
Interim Remedial 

response action __~ 
8 6 --_- 
5 4 

3 3 

7 4 

19 19 

‘%ome states did not respond either because they did not have InformatIon on the portton funded by 
responsible partles or because they did not have any sites that had lntenm responses or remedial 
acttons 

When asked about specific, scored non-NPL sites, state responses also 
showed that state cleanups depend heavily on funding from viable 
responsible parties. At the 318 sites that states responding to our ques- 
tionnaire identified as having some further action beyond scoring, at 
least 190 site cleanups (60 percent) have been, or are being, funded 
solely by a responsible party. In addition, 10 sites are being partially 
funded by a responsible party. 

Comparison of Non- Recognizing that, in general, non-NPL sites as a group are different from 

NPL and NPL Cleanup 
NPL sites, we compared states’ progress on non-M% sites to progress on 
NPL sites since we believe the latter is the best known group of hazard- 

Progress ous waste sites. Table 2.2 indicates that while a slightly higher percent- 
age of IIOn-NPL site cleanups have been completed, a greater portion of 
NPL sites is in some stage of cleanup. Responses show that 70 percent of 
NPL sites versus 37 percent of the scored non-NPL sites have started some 
response activity. Similarly, 23 percent of all NPL sites compared to 20 
percent of scored non-NpL sites and only 5 percent of all non-xPL sites 
have started or completed some design activity. 
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Table 2.2: Comparisons of NPL and Non- 
NPL Site Activity NPL sites as Total non- Scored non- 

status 0112/31/88~ NPL sitesb NPL sitesc 
Sites with response activityd (percent) 70 N/A’ 37 
Sites with design activity (percent) 23 5 20 
Sites with remedies In (percent) progress 13 4 6 
Sites completed (percent) 3 7 5 
Total sites 1,174 28,192 887 

Note: Some sites are ciasslfied In more than one status category and thus column percentages do not 
total 100. For example, a site with a response actlvlty may have also have design actlvlty and a remedy 
in progress. 
%cluding sites proposed for and sites on the NPL. We used data from December 31, 1988, because 
most of our questionnaires were completed by that date. 

%ome states did not provide the number of sites for each status category. Site lnformatlon was pro- 
vlded for: design activity by 43 states with a total of 19,705 sites; remedies in progress by 42 states with 
18,324 sites; and completed sites by 43 states with 24,692 sites. Each of the percentages IS based on 
the categories’ respective total. 

CExcIudea 46 scored sites for which states were unable to report whether any action beyond scoring 
was taken. 

‘NPL sites with response activity are those for which funds for a removal or remedial action have been 
obligated from Superfund or where such actions as administrative orders or consent decree issuances 
have occurred. Scored sites with response activity are the scored non-NPL sites that had some actlon 
beyond aconng. 

‘Data not available. 
Source: NPL data were obtained from EPA’s Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. Total non- 
NPL and scored non-NPL site data were collected in our questionnaire. Scored non-NPL site data were 
reported on a site-by&e baals. 

Three major factors affect progress at NPL and non-NpL sites. First, NPL 
sites have confirmed contamination problems and are beyond the site 
assessment stage, whereas many non-NpL sites are still being evaluated. 
Second, many NPL sites are more complex than non-NpL sites. Therefore, 
although a higher portion of NPL sites has cleanup action underway, 
their cleanup would take longer. Third, EPA has a multi-billion-dollar 
fund to clean up NPL sites if responsible parties are not able to fund 
cleanups, while many states have small or no such funds. In addition, 
states reported as cleanups some actions that EPA would call “removals.” 

Non-ML sites, in general, depend more on responsible parties for clean- 
ups than do NPL sites. As shown in table 2.3, responsible parties com- 
pletely financed about 60 percent of scored non-N% site cleanups while 
the figure is about 24 percent at NPL sites. Including sites with some 
responsible party funding increases the figure to 50 percent for NPL sites 
and 63 percent for scored non-NPL sites-still a significant difference. 
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Table 2.3: Comparison of Funding 
Sources for NPL and Non-NPL Sites With Number of 
Response Activity Scored non- 

NPL sites” NPL sites 
Source of funding (percentage) (percentage) 
Government-financed (state or federal) 383 (47) 75 (24) 

ResDonslble Darts-financed 193 (24) 190 (60) 

Mixed funding (both government- and 
responsible party-financed) 

Other” 

Total 

218 (27) 10 (3) 

27 (3) 39 (12) 

821 314c 

aAs of December 31, 1988. Percentages do not total 100 due to rounding 

““Other” sites could include those funded in part or completely by federal agencies or munlclpallties 
The non.NPL figure also Includes two sites funded by both the state and another unit 

‘States lndlcated a source of funding on 314 of the 318 scored sites with some activity beyond scoring 

Seven States Vary in The state programs we reviewed are growing, as reflected in their avail- 

Their Ability to 
able funds and staffing levels. However, states have reported great vari- 
ations in the cleanup progress they have made. During our seven-state 

Address Sites review, we noted several characteristics that influence program effec- 
tiveness. Three of the seven states made more progress at getting sites 
cleaned up than the other four. Not only have these states committed 
more resources both to administer and finance cleanups, but their 
authority to enforce cleanup actions has been enhanced by such mecha- 
nisms as real estate transfer requirements and triple damage provisions 
(provisions that require a responsible party to pay back three times the 
state’s cleanup costs). Other states with less funding are unable to clean 
up many sites where no viable responsible party can be found. Further- 
more, with fewer staff, it is more difficult to take necessary enforcement 
actions and ensure that responsible party cleanups are adequate. 

Three State Programs of New Jersey, Massachusetts, and California have state hazardous waste 

Seven Visited Have Made site cleanup programs that are larger and more active than the other 

Greater Cleanup Progress four states we visited. We believe four factors have contributed to this 
increased progress: 

. Specific state authority to clean up hazardous waste sites. 
l Strong enforcement tools to increase responsible-party actions, such as 

authority to impose triple damages and priority liens. 
. State Superfunds to address sites without responsible-party funding. 
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. Sufficient staff with suitable skills to oversee cleanups. 

Specific Authority to Clean Up 
Hazardous Waste Sites 

In order to progress in cleaning up hazardous waste sites, states need to 
have authority both to get responsible parties to clean up sites or to do 
so themselves when these efforts fail. All seven states we visited had 
specific authority both to take remedial action and to require others to 
take action. However, the three states with the most cleanup success 
have had such legislation in place for at least 5 years: 

l New Jersey’s 1976 Spill Compensation and Control Act, as an-rended, 
gave the state Department of Environmental Protection authority to 
address hazardous waste discharges when responsible parties do not do 
so. It also gives the department authority to proceed against responsible 
parties they identify who do not voluntarily address contaminated sites. 

. The Massachusetts Oil and Hazardous Materials Release Prevention Act, 
enacted in 1983, gave the state Department of Environmental Quality 
Engineering authority to ensure that appropriate responsible parties 
clean up hazardous releases or to clean up releases when responsible 
parties fail to do so. 

. California’s Carpenter-Presley-Tanner Hazardous Substance Account 
Act, passed in 1981, authorized the state to take enforcement action 
against responsible parties and to respond itself when such action gets 
no results. 

Strong Enforcement Tools A large portion of the funding for non-NPL cleanups comes from respon- 
sible parties. To ensure that responsible parties clean up contaminated 
sites, states need strong and effective legal provisions. New Jersey, Mas- 
sachusetts, and California all have laws holding responsible parties lia- 
ble for hazardous waste cleanup costs. These parties are held strictly 
liable, meaning that states need not prove negligence or failure to exer- 
cise due care in order for parties to be responsible for cleanup costs. 
They are also held jointly and severally liable; therefore, the state can 
hold any one of them liable for the full costs of cleanup. A Massachu- 
setts official commented that since its environmental agency has author- 
ity to hold landowners responsible for cleanup costs, the agency always 
has an owner to hold accountable. A California official said that the 
ability to impose strict and joint and several liability has been very help- 
ful in recovering costs. 

According to state officials, authority to assess responsible parties for 
cleanup costs exceeding the state’s actual costs discourages parties from 
delaying actions, letting the state clean up the site, and reimbursing the 
state afterwards. Some states are authorized to charge a responsible 
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party triple damages for any actions the state takes. New Jersey and 
Massachusetts have authority to recover up to three times the cleanup 
costs. California can recover costs plus punitive damages of up to three 
times the cleanup costs. However, none of the three states had actually 
recovered these damages as of the dates of our visits. Rather, they find 
it to be a significant threat that encourages responsible parties to act. 

Authority to impose liens for recovering costs of state-funded cleanups 
is also an important cleanup tool, since it encourages responsible parties 
to act and could help to replenish funds. In two states-New Jersey and 
Massachusetts-authority to place priority liens on properties (i.e., liens 
that take precedence over other liens) for state-funded cleanup activi- 
ties has been a significant help in getting responsible parties to fund 
cleanups, since liens on properties can make selling them very difficult. 
An official in New Jersey said that this authority is beneficial. In Massa- 
chusetts, an official commented that this provision’s effect is similar to a 
land transfer law (which would require that property be examined 
before it changes ownership to determine whether hazardous waste has 
been incorrectly disposed of there). Mortgagees (lenders) do not want 
state liens to take precedence over their own liens, so they routinely 
require that certain properties be environmentally assessed before they 
grant a mortgage for the properties. 

New Jersey has an additional tool that encourages responsible parties to 
take cleanup actions- a real estate transfer law. This requires a careful 
review of certain types of properties before ownership is transferred to 
determine whether hazardous waste or hazardous substances have been 
improperly disposed of on the property. New Jersey’s program, set up 
under its Environmental Cleanup Responsibility Act, requires industrial 
establishments to inform the state agency before they sell or transfer 
property, or close operations, The agency must certify that either (1) no 
remedial actions are necessary, (2) acceptable cleanup measures have 
been planned or taken by the landowner, or (3) adequate financial 
assurance for future cleanup action has been provided. New Jersey offi- 
cials believe that the transfer requirements are an effective tool to 
promote hazardous waste cleanups and have helped identify hazardous 
waste sites that might not otherwise have been found. The cost of state 
oversight provided is paid by the responsible parties. Because of the 
program, many cleanups are underway that otherwise might not have 
been undertaken. 
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state superfunds 

Massachusetts and California do not have laws similar to New Jersey’s 
law requiring that properties be certified before they are sold or trans- 
ferred or operations are closed. Nonetheless, Massachusetts officials 
said that they identify many sites because of real estate transfers. Lend- 
ers are requiring that sites be evaluated before they will give a mort- 
gage. The state hears of these sites because parties fulfill their legal 
requirement to report them or they consult the state for advice. 

About two-thirds of the states have their own funds available, similar to 
the federal Superfund, to enable states to pay for long-term remedial 
activities. The money enables states to clean up sites for which no 
responsible party will pay. The three states we visited that had the most 
cleanup activity have had relatively large funds available for several 
years: 

l Through a tax that New Jersey began collecting in 1978 on the transfer 
of certain hazardous substances and petroleum products, the state had 
generated about $143 million as of December 1988. The state also is 
authorized to sell $300 million in bonds. 

l Massachusetts has received funds from a variety of sources. The legisla- 
ture appropriated $5 million in 1979 for a Capital Outlay Fund and later 
appropriated $21 million for operating expenses. The state also autho- 
rized two bonds for $25 million and $60 million in 1983 and 1986, 
respectively. Revenues to pay back bond funds and pay additional oper- 
ating costs come from hazardous waste transporter fees, cost recoveries 
(including recoveries of cleanup and oversight costs), and certain fines 
and fees. The transporter fee, which the state environmental depart- 
ment began assessing in June 1986, generated about $7 million in fiscal 
year 1988. 

. California’s Superfund program is funded from two sources-a Hazard- 
ous Substance Account, which gets revenues from a tax on hazardous 
waste generated, and a $100 million bond authorization. The bond 
money has been completely obligated, but total projected costs for inves- 
tigation and cleanup of sites with no responsible-party funding is $124 
million. California’s Department of Health Services will therefore be 
unable to fund cleanup of all identified sites after the middle of fiscal 
year 1989. Program officials believe a substantial new funding source 
must be identified to support the program. 

Coupled with a state’s authority to assess a responsible party for triple 
damages, such a fund encourages responsible parties to finance cleanups 
themselves. New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection offi- 
cials use the threat of a state-funded cleanup to encourage responsible 
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parties to act. To do so, the department sets a rigid negotiation period, 
after which it will act on a site as publicly funded if the responsible 
party has not yet begun action. 

Cleanup Program Administration New Jersey, Massachusetts, and California have all committed sizable 
resources to running cleanup programs. In doing so, each has assigned 
cleanup oversight to a number of staff with diverse backgrounds. As of 
July 1988, New Jersey had about 190 staff overseeing responsible-party 
cleanups, including about 100 persons from the real estate transfer 
staff. Also, about one quarter of the 260 staff members handling pub- 
licly funded cleanups oversee non-NPL sites, with the rest working on KPL 
sites. For major sites, New Jersey gives primary responsibility for site 
cleanups to case management teams. Each team includes a case mana- 
ger, an attorney, a scientist, a geologist, and a public relations person. 
The Massachusetts program currently has about 140 staff working 
within the cleanup group and about 110 other staff who provide sup- 
port, such as legal counsel, toxicological information, and administra- 
tion. California has about 160 staff members working on site cleanups, 
with about 80 percent working on non-NPL sites. Skills include law, 
chemistry, hydrology, toxicology, accounting, hazardous materials, geol- 
ogy, and engineering. An additional 70 staff provide further support, 
including technical assistance to the cleanup staff. 

Another program characteristic that increases cleanup effectiveness is 
an inventory system. All three states have established systems for keep- 
ing an inventory and assigning priority and responsibility for sites: 

l To evaluate sites, New Jersey uses a state-developed severity index that 
considers waste characteristics and the potential for exposure. It keeps 
this site information within a data base that assists in case tracking and 
scheduling. It uses this data base to generate the Comprehensive Site 
Priority List required under state law and used to make and monitor 
program assignments. 

l Massachusetts assesses sites using nine criteria-including, for example, 
whether there is or could be physical access to a site that allows people 
to come into direct contact with hazardous materials and whether there 
are uncontained, migrating and free-floating oil or hazardous materials 
in groundwater or surface water at the site. Massachusetts law then sets 
different time frames for priority and nonpriority site cleanup. 

. California also has a system for assigning relative work priorities for 
site evaluations. After a site is assessed, the state scores each site using 
EPA'S HFtS scoring system, except when a responsible party will finance 
all state oversight and support costs (in advance). When a responsible 
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party voluntarily offers to pay for oversight and assistance, the state 
determines site priority. If the site is low priority, the responsible party 
may provide advance funding to hire additional state oversight staff, 
thus enabling the party to proceed with the cleanup. 

Four States Have Done 
Fewer Cleanups 

The cleanup programs we reviewed at the four other states we visited- 
Indiana, Oregon, Montana, and Virginia-have not existed as long as 
those in New Jersey, Massachusetts, and California. They also do not 
have the sizable funding and staff of the other three states. As newer 
programs, they are just now establishing operating policies and proce- 
dures, including priority systems. Generally, we found that problems 
exceeded current resources, although the states are setting priorities 
and starting to address their large workload. 

Enforcement 

superfunds 

All four states have specific authority to take remedial action and to 
require responsible parties to take remedial action. However, laws set- 
ting up their programs were passed fairly recently (Montana’s in 1985, 
Indiana’s and Virginia’s in 1986, and Oregon’s in 1987). Prior to the 
enactment of specific cleanup authority, any site remediation was done 
by units whose primary function was in some other area-for example, 
water quality or solid and hazardous waste regulation. 

These states generally have fewer or weaker enforcement tools available 
to get responsible parties to finance cleanups than the three other states 
we visited. Montana and Virginia laws do not specifically provide for 
strict or joint and several liability, and Oregon’s provides only for strict 
liability. None of the four states has the authority to put priority liens 
on property for cleanup costs that the state finances; they can, however, 
place common liens on properties. Officials in Indiana and Montana are 
seeking authority for priority liens. Indiana and Oregon are authorized 
to recover from responsible parties the costs of a state-funded cleanup 
plus up to three times the costs in punitive damages; Montana can 
recover costs plus up to twice the costs in punitive damages; Virginia 
can recover the actual costs incurred. None of these states has a real 
estate transfer law, although Indiana officials said they are learning of 
many sites because of real estate transfers. 

As shown below, the four states had substantially smaller cleanup fund 
balances than the other three; some recognized that cleaning up their 
hazardous waste sites would require more funding than was available: 
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Program Achhistration 

l Indiana’s trust fund had $5.6 million in unobligated funds as of June 30, 
1988. However, no non-NPL, long-term remedial actions had yet been 
undertaken with public funds. 

l Montana’s Mini-Superfund program received $100,000 for fiscal years 
1988 and 1989. In 1990, program funding will increase to about 
$240,000. However, Montana’s program manager stated that state 
cleanup funds are not adequate to cover the costs for needed non-NPL 
cleanups. With funding expected to cover only two sites a year, cleaning 
up all suspected sites would take at least 25 years. 

. Oregon collects about $3.6 million in disposal fees every two years for 
its Hazardous Substance Remedial Action Fund, but these revenues are 
expected to decline due to land ban and other disposal disincentives 
being instituted. A Superfund program manager told us that Oregon’s 
funding for cleanup is inadequate to cover the costs of state cleanups, 
citing a need for about $10 million per year beginning in 1991. 

l Virginia’s fund balance of $43,000 (as of February 1988) is compara- 
tively low, although other sources, such as a governor’s discretionary 
fund, are available for funding specific sites. 

Indiana, Oregon, Montana, and Virginia have organized their non-NPL 
cleanup units only within the last few years. All four have started oper- 
ating with relatively low budgets that allow for only a few staff: 

l Indiana’s state cleanup section has nine authorized positions, six of 
which were filled as of September 1988. In addition, a technical support 
group consisting of chemists, geologists, and engineers assists the 
section. 

l Oregon’s recently organized state Superfund program has 2 1 positions. 
l Montana’s Mini-Superfund program now has one employee, the program 

manager, although other Department of Health and Environmental Sci- 
ences staff are available as needed. 

l Virginia’s state cleanup program, which oversees remedial actions at 
non-NPL sites, will have a staff of about five (equivalent) full-time 
employees. 

Three of the four states are now trying to assess the extent of their non- 
NPL hazardous waste site cleanup problem and are starting to plan work 
and assign priority to sites. For example, Indiana is using a modified HRS 
ranking system to assess all its sites and will then address sites scoring 
over 10 (out of a possible 100 points) first. Oregon, which is compiling 
an inventory of sites with confirmed releases, will then rank the sites 
using a scoring system similar to the HRS. Montana is drafting a state 
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ranking system that will rank projects as high, medium, or low. Virginia, 
however, has not yet compiled a list of its non+‘PL sites. 

Cleanup Funds 
Available in Other 
States 

The disparity we saw in fund balances among the seven states we vis- 
ited is reflected in funding for other states we did not visit, according to 
an Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Offi- 
cials study done in June 1988.6 The Association’s report said that 41 
states have established funding mechanisms to handle non+PL and KPL 
cleanup activities. Of these, 35 states had money available for long-term 
remedial action as of January 1, 1988. (See table 2.4. In some cases, the 
money was also available for funding the state portion of NPL cleanups 
and emergency removals.) 

Table 2.4: Thirty-Three State& Funds 
Available for Long-Term Remedial Amount Number of states’ 
Actions as of January 1,198s Under$50,000 3 

$5o.o00 - $99.999 2 
$100,ooo - $499.999 3 
$5oo,oocl- $999,999 3 
$1,ooo,ooo-$4,999,999 11 

$!xwm - $9,999,999 5 

$10.000.000 - $24.999.999 3 
$25,ooo,ooa - $49.999299 2 
$5o,ooo,ooo 1 

aTwo states had a fund avatlabk for long-term remedial actlon. but they did not prowde their balances 
and therefore are not Included In this table. 
Source: Assoclabon of State and Terntonal SolId Waste Management Officials. 

The Association reported that most states get their funding from several 
sources. Nineteen states get most or all of their funds from legislative 
appropriations, while 20 states supplement their funds with revenue 
from penalties and fines. Taxes on hazardous waste generated provide 
part of the funding for nine states. Five states get money from generator 
fees and transporter fees; 12 depend on bonds to support cleanup activi- 
ties; and 20 supplement their funds through such sources as transfers 
from or interest earned on other state trust funds, hazardous waste dis- 
posal or treatment taxes, or gifts and donations. 

%urvey Results - State Funding Mechanisms for Cleanup of Non-NPL and NPL Hazardous Waste 
e, Association of State and Territmiai Solid Waste Management Officials, June 1988. 
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When we asked states whether they believed that federal funding would 
be helpful, most reported that they thought it would. Of the 50 states 
responding to our questionnaire, 37 thought that federal funding for site 
cleanups would strongly help and 10 thought that it would help some- 
what. One thought it would hinder cleanup. Similarly, 42 of the 50 states 
responding believed that federal funding for state program administra- 
tion would strongly help and 5 others thought it would help somewhat. 
Three thought it would hinder. 

Peer Matching EPA and the Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Manage- 

Program Targeted to 
ment Officials have recognized the need for states to share information 
and experiences about state cleanup programs. During 1988, the Associ- 

Share Expertise ation surveyed states to identify what information they needed, what 
expertise they had in certain areas, and which would be willing to lend 
their expertise to other states. Questionnaire results pointed out a need 
for information in several areas: how to recruit and retain cleanup 
employees, how to contract and procure for cleanups, how to oversee 
construction, and how to establish computerized information manage- 
ment systems. 

With financial assistance from EPA, the Association has matched exper- 
tise available with state programs requiring it. As of May 1989, five 
states had been paired with other states. The Association has also used 
some of the information gathered so far to target seminars for states. 

Conclusions Cleaning up non-NPL sites is a major challenge confronting the states. 
The quantity of sites that will be left in states’ hands is much greater 
than those EPA will oversee. Although non-NPL sites are generally not as 
complex as NPL sites, they can be a significant threat to human health 
and the environment and need to be addressed. 

Collectively, states have not made a great deal of progress in getting 
their sites cleaned up; individually, there is a wide range of activity and 
commitment among them. Some state cleanup programs have been oper- 
ating for several years and have relatively large funds available for 
cleaning up sites, but others have no money for cleanups when the state 
can identify no viable responsible party. States with the higher number 
of cleanups generally had more funds available to pay for cleanups. 
Those states with strong enforcement tools and sufficient staff to use 
them have been able to get sites cleaned up by responsible parties. Some 
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states with newer programs are increasing their staff levels, establishing 
policies and procedures, and gradually accomplishing cleanups. 
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With few exceptions, cleanup levels set for contaminants at 17 sites in 
the seven states we visited, were at least as stringent as federal applica- 
ble, or relevant and appropriate standards.’ Some of the states had 
established regulations or procedures to ensure that federal MARS were 
applied to their non-N% sites. However, ARARS covered fewer than half 
the contaminants at the 17 sites. The seven states set cleanup levels for 
the other contaminants based on their own state-established standards 
or made site-by-site judgments about appropriate levels. Two proce- 
dures used by states-the risk assessment process used to establish 
cleanup levels in the absence of other standards and the remedy selec- 
tion process-often were not as thorough as the National Contingency 
Plan and EPA guidance requirements for NPL sites. As a result, while 
cleanup actions planned at these non-NPL sites should significantly 
reduce contamination and risks presented by the sites, cleanups may not 
be as rigorous, or as protective, as EPA requires at NPL sites. These 17 
case studies are not necessarily representative of other non-NPL cleanups 
in these seven states or nationwide. 

Most state officials said that increased EPA technical assistance would 
help them clean up non-N% sites. Although EPA provides many forms of 
general assistance to states, state program officials indicated a need for 
additional funding, health effects data, information on cleanup technolo- 
gies, training, and assistance in identifying cleanup standards and com- 
pleting or evaluating risk assessments. Current EPA information on 
health effects, cleanup standards, and treatment technologies falls short 
of meeting state needs, is not always in a concise format most useful for 
state personnel, and may not be reaching the appropriate state program 
officials. Additionally, more cleanup standards and technical assistance 
could also benefit many NPL case managers. 

How States Set 
Cleanup Levels 

The 17 site cleanups varied with regard to the type of contaminants 
found, media (e.g., soil or water) affected, cleanup costs, and choice of 
treatment and/or containment remedies. At these sites, states have gen- 
erally set cleanup levels at least as stringent as available federal stan- 
dards but have followed less formal and comprehensive approaches to 
assessing risks than processes set forth by EPA for NPL sites. 

‘Applicable, or relevant and appropriate requirements are requirements from vanous environmental 
laws that may be used in setting cleanup levels for Superfund sites. EPA’s use of ARARs in settmg 
cleanup levels ls discussed in more detail ln app. I of this report. 
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State Procedures for 
Setting Cleanup Levels 

Officials in five of the seven states we visited compared their standards 
with federal standards: Some said that their cleanup standards were at 
least as stringent as federal cleanup standards, and others said they do 
not differentiate between cleanup standards for NPL and non-NPL sites. 
Officials in the other two states said they had not had sufficient experi- 
ence in non-NPL cleanups under their new state cleanup programs to 
compare their standards with federal standards. Furthermore, a recent 
GAO report showed that when levels are available,” the 26 states that set 
numeric groundwater standards applied federal drinking water stan- 
dards” (with rare exceptions) to the cleanup of groundwater at hazard- 
ous waste sites. 

All seven states said they have at least some state standards that exceed 
or supplement federal standards. They do so by including 

l cleanup levels for chemicals for which no federal standards exist; 
. cleanup standards more stringent than federal ones; 
. standards for media not covered by federal standards, such as soil or 

groundwater; or 
l an antidegradation policy (requiring that state waters whose existing 

quality is better than established standards be maintained at high qual- 
ity and not degraded). 

The GAO report referred to in the previous paragraph showed that the 
20 states reviewed had groundwater standards for 226 contaminants 
not on EPA's list of drinking water standards. 

The seven states in our sample had varied formal or informal processes 
in place for setting cleanup standards. Two states said that either a des- 
ignated ARAM coordinator or officials from other state environmental 
programs review non-NH., cleanup plans to ensure compliance with 
ARARS. One other state incorporated the NCP, which includes a section on 
ARARS, into its state law; another requires that its cleanups follow proce- 
dures not inconsistent with the NCP. Officials in another state have not 
completed any cleanups under the state’s new program but said that 
applicable federal requirements would be met. Another state has no for- 
mal guidance for identifying ARARS and said that cleanup requirements 

‘Groundwater Quality: State Activities to Guard Ag ainst Contaminants (GAO/PEMD-SS-5. Feb. 
1988). 

3These drinking water standards, required by the Safe Drinking Water Act, establish maximum con- 
taminant levels (MCLS) in drink@ water for 30 contaminants. Use of MCLs as ARAFk is discussed in 
more detail in app. I of this report. 
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for a site are dependent on the authority used in requiring cleanup. Offi- 
cials in the seventh state said it is difficult to compare state standards 
with EPA standards because site conditions vary so much. Officials in 
four of the seven states reviewed told us that their processes for setting 
standards for non-NPL sites are less formal than those EPA describes for 
NPL sites. 

Comments by state program officials on their states’ standards and 
processes for setting standards and selecting remedies were generally 
borne out at the 17 case study sites we analyzed. In the one instance 
where an applicable federal standard was available, the state planned to 
meet it. In the numerous instances where applicable federal cleanup 
standards did not exist, the seven states generally used relevant and 
appropriate federal standards, state standards, judgment, or health 
effects data to set cleanup levels. Although most states reviewed used 
EPA health effects data to assess risks, risk assessments performed for 
most sites were incomplete compared with what EPA expects at NPL sites. 
(It is important to reiterate that no federal requirements exist that 
require that federal procedures be followed at non-NPL sites.) Some risk 
assessments did not account for all pathways of exposure, some did not 
factor in health risks posed by all major contaminants, and others 
stressed existing health risks without considering potential future risks. 

Overview of 17 Non-NPL 
Sites 

The 17 sites we reviewed were generally less complex and contaminated 
than NPL sites. (For illustrative purposes, app. V contains brief descrip- 
tions of two of the sites, 1 and 12 on table 3.1.) The 17 sites included 
both rural and urban locations, as well as a variety of contaminants 
from diverse sources affecting soil, groundwater, drinking water, and 
surface water. These case studies are not necessarily representative of 
other cleanups in the seven states or nationwide, but they help illustrate 
the issues states deal with in managing non--N% cleanups. 
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Table 3.1: Overview of 17 Non-NPL Site 
Cleanups 

Web Brief description Mediac 
Contaminants* 

Number Types 
1 Stain mfa. S, GW 20 VOCs, metals, phenols 

Cleanup Levels for Water 
Contamination 

2 Electrical repair s 1 PCBS 

3 Hat factory s 1 Mercury 

4d Fuel storaae S 1 PCBs 

5 

6 

Vehicle components S, GW, DW 4 TCE, VOCs 
mfg. 

Molded rubber parts S, GW, SW 30 VOCs, metals 
mfa. 

7 Circuit board mfg. S, GW 4 Metals 

8 Custom plating S 7 Metals, cyanide 

9 Herbicide mfo. S 3 2.4-D. herblcldes 

10 Croo dustina at airport S 1 2,4-D 

11 Mining company GW 1 Cyanide 

12 

13 

Mining company GW 1 Cyanide 

Electrical equipment S 3 PCBs, dioxin, 
mfa. dibenzofuran 

14 

15d 

16 

17d 

Electronics firm GW 1 Hydrofluonc acid 

Chemical mfg. S 5 VOCs, metals 

Beauty and health aids S, GW 25 VOCs, metals, 
mfg. pesticides, PCBs 

Disposable sutures mfg. S, GW 13 Lead, VOCs. pesticides 

aVOCs~volatile organic compounds; PC&=polychlonnated blphenyls; TCE= tnchloroethylene. 2.4. 
D=2,4-dlchlorophenoxyacetlc acid (a herbcide). 

bResponslble parties funded cleanups at 15 of the 17 sites; cleanups at sites 4 and 10 were funded by 
the state and county, respectively. 

‘S=so~l; GW=groundwater, DW=dnnking water; SW=surface water 

dSite cleanup has been divided into different areas, and our review focused on cleanup of only a portion 
of the site. Additional contaminants present In other areas or media cleaned up under separate cleanup 
efforts are not reflected in thus table. 

Treatment technologies were used as remedies at approximately half of 
the 17 sites, while off-site disposal, on-site containment, or groundwater 
monitoring were used at the other half. Responsible parties paid for or 
will fund 15 of the cleanups, while the state or county will fund the 
other 2. Nine of the planned cleanups had estimated costs of $500,000 to 
$13 million, three had estimated costs of between $90,000 and $330,000, 
and costs for the remaining five sites were unknown. 

The seven states generally followed AIMS, where available, for ground- 
water cleanup, but in some cases their plans did not specify cleanup 
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levels for all contaminants or the points in the groundwater at which the 
ARARS had to be reached. 

Of the 17 sites we looked at, 9 were contaminating nearby groundwater. 
In one of the nine cases, the groundwater was used as drinking water. 
The nine sites collectively included 44 different water contaminants; for 
28, ARARs [MCLS, maximum contaminant level goals (MCLc# ), or federal 
water quality criteria] existed. For example, MCLS under the Safe Drink- 
ing Water Act exist for 14 of the 44 contaminants present in water 
media at these sites, and no ARARS for water exist for 16 of the contami- 
nants present. 

The only federal ARAR standard that was applicable in the 17 cases was 
an MCL for trichloroethylene (TcE). It was adopted for cleanup of con- 
taminated drinking water at site 5. Cleanup levels were almost always at 
least as stringent as available MCLS for contaminated groundwater at 
these 17 sites. In the absence of MCI& states generally turned to federal 
guidance (proposed MC& actual or proposed MCU, or federal water qual- 
ity criteria) unless such guidance set cleanup levels at zero (no measura- 
ble contamination remaining). For example, in setting cleanup levels for 
volatile organic compounds at site 6, the state adopted MCLS where avail- 
able, but it did not formally adopt zero cleanup levels from other rele- 
vant and appropriate federal standards or state antidegradation 
policies. One state official added that at site 6 they hoped to use zero as 
a cleanup level for organics but that a zero contamination level might be 
technically impossible to achieve. According to EPA officials, EPA does not 
generally adopt zero cleanup levels either. 

In addition to ARARS at some of the 17 sites, states used or planned to use 
one or more of the following in setting cleanup levels: 

l State water standards. 
l Treatment system effluent discharge limits under the Clean Water Act. 
l Risk assessments or health effects data. 
l Cleanup techniques (such as pumping and treating groundwater) until 

the contamination can no longer be detected or as long as contaminants 
can effectively be removed through the use of this procedure. 

At three sites, cleanup levels were not specified for all groundwater con- 
taminants. One state has not yet specified cleanup levels for the four 

‘MCLGs are nonenforceable standards for public drinking water systems under the Safe Drinking 
Water Act. Use of MCLGs as Arabs is discussed in greater detail in app. I. 
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groundwater contaminants at site 5, although the MCL is under consider- 
ation for the volatile organic compound found in the highest concentra- 
tions (TCE). Another state said that cleanup at site 6 should meet MCLS 

and treatment system effluent discharge levels under the Clean Water 
Act, but did not list these levels in its consent decree;” it set no specific 
cleanup level for contaminants that did not fall under these two catego- 
ries. A third state used technology-based standards at site 1, rather than 
specific numerical cleanup levels for groundwater contaminants. 
According to the case manager, this cleanup requires that treatment 
continue until individual contaminants are below detection limits or the 
equipment no longer removes significant additional amounts of contami- 
nation. Since the detection limit and the equipment’s technological capa- 
bilities are not specified, we do not know whether such a technology- 
based standard would result in a cleanup that would meet relevant and 
appropriate standards. 

Groundwater cleanup involves setting the standards for contaminants 
and the point where standards must be met. According to EPA, the 
cleanup level at Superfund sites is to be met in all groundwater beyond 
the edge of any remaining waste that will be managed on site. Cleanup 
plans we reviewed did not always specify where samples would be 
taken to test cleanup levels, and states selected different points at which 
to test whether the cleanup level has been achieved. The geographical 
point at which the cleanup level should apply became an issue in clean- 
ing up drinking water and groundwater at site 5. Although this site did 
not receive a hazard ranking score, state officials said it would probably 
have scored high enough to qualify for the NPL. According to the case 
manager, the specific point at which the cleanup level must be met had 
not yet been determined. Cleanup efforts underway have resulted in 
levels of TCE at the drinking water tap and the one contaminated munici- 
pal well lower than the MCL. However, whether cleanup of groundwater 
to MCL levels will be required for the groundwater had not yet been 
determined as of April 1989. According to one state official, the respon- 
sible party believes that requiring that groundwater be cleaned up to 
MCU3 is too stringent, since water from the one contaminated well is 
blended with uncontaminated water from other wells. Officials from EPA 
and the Environmental Defense F’und (EDF) who reviewed this case for 
us agreed, however, that the standard should be met at the on-site 

5This legal document, approved and issued by a judge, formakes an agreement reached between the 
state and the responsible party whereby the responsible party will perform all or part of the site 
cleanup. 
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source in accordance with EPA’S groundwater protection strategy, as 
would have been required for an NPL site. 

Cleanup Levels for Soil 
Contamination 

Since no federal ARARS exist for soil cleanup, states set cleanup levels for 
soil contaminants in different ways: Two states used their own soil stan- 
dards; one state removed all contaminated soil in accordance with state 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act requirements; and other states 
used health effects data to set standards. Fourteen sites in six of the 
states were contaminated with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBS), lead, 
mercury, or some of approximately 41 other soil contaminants. 

EPA policy does set soil cleanup standards for FCBS, which were present 
at four of the sites we reviewed. However, this policy is not an AFM, 
according to EPA. In setting cleanup levels for pcss at these sites, three 
states turned to PCB cleanup standards in the PCB spill cleanup policy 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) or to more stringent state 
standards. This TXA policy requires cleanup of PUBS to different levels 
depending upon the location of the spill, the potential for exposure to 
residual PCBS remaining after cleanup, the concentration of the PCBS ini- 
tially spilled, and the nature and size of the population potentially at 
risk of exposure. For soil contaminated with PCB concentrations of 50 
parts per million (ppm) or greater, TSCA policy sets the following cleanup 
standards for decontaminating spills in 

l outdoor electrical substations, 25 ppm of PCBS by weight or 50 ppm of PCBS 
providing that a label or notice is visibly placed in the area; 

. other restricted access areas (i.e., fenced industrial facilities or 
extremely remote rural locations), 25 ppm of pens by weight; 

. other nonrestricted access areas (i.e., residential areas and commercial 
areas that are typically accessible to both members of the general public 
and employees), 10 ppm of PCEE by weight. 

Two states established more stringent cleanup levels for PcB-contami- 
nated soil. One set a cleanup level of 5 ppm for site 16, a site that is to be 
used in the future for commercial purposes. Another state proposed a 1 
ppm PCB standard for ravine sediment at site 13 where PUBS may accumu- 
late in fish. Although a third state set a cleanup level of 10 ppm for con- 
taminated soil that lay beneath a PCB transformer at site 4, sampling 
later indicated that the soil did not contain PCBS, according to the case 
manager. 

Interim remedies chosen for one of the four Pcs-contaminated sites we 
reviewed did not meet EEA policy cleanup standards. EPA indicated that 
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PCB cleanup at site 2 would not be regulated under ‘I%X because PCB 
releases at the site predate the act’s passage. If this site were on the NPL, 

however, the TSCA policy could be considered as a cleanup standard and 
could require PCB cleanup of residential areas to 10 ppm and industrial 
areas with limited access to 25 ppm. While the state set a cleanup level 
for this site of 50 ppm for the top one foot of soil where a road will be 
constructed, the responsible party has proposed to remove for off-site 
disposal soil with 10,000 or more ppm of PCBs on the rest of the site, then 
to cap the site. The state would not approve this as a final cleanup rem- 
edy because of changing land use in the area, but it has agreed to allow 
interim cleanup to this level to decrease contamination at the site pend- 
ing additional study to select a permanent remedy. 

Because the states used a variety of options for setting cleanup levels, 
there were different levels from state to state and from site to site 
within a state. Lead was present in soil at 6 of the 17 sites we reviewed, 
but EPA has not established a recommended cleanup level for lead in soil. 
According to a report by environmental and industry groups,” cleanup 
levels set for lead in soil at NPL sites varied from 14 ppm to 100 ppm in the 
75 Records of Decision EPA made in fiscal year 1987. Similarly, cleanup 
levels set by three states we reviewed also varied, as shown in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Cleanup Levels Set for Lead in 
Soil Site Lead ppm 

1 620" 

15 400 

16 100 
17 100 
7 46 

%laxlmum existing level of lead from so11 analysis No so11 cleanup has been planned 

In one state, lead cleanup levels set at sites we reviewed varied from 46 
ppm to 650 ppm; in another state, from 100 ppm to 400 ppm. An official of 
one state explained that cleanup levels for lead are set on a case-by-case 
basis, with 100 ppm generally as the cleanup target. He added, however, 
that in older industrial areas and those with high automobile traffic 
where ambient levels of lead in soil may be as high as 1,000 ppm to 1,500 

“Right Train, Wrong Track: Failed Leadership in the Superfund Cleanup Program, Environmental 
Defense Fund,ationai Wildlife Fed- 
eration, Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, and U.S. Public Interest Research Group. 
June 20,1988, pp. 50-61. 
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ppm, such a stringent cleanup level may not be appropriate. He said that 
in the area around site 15, elevated lead levels exist because of erosion 
of lead from naturally occurring deposits and local lead mines. In 
another state, the case manager at site 8 said that the cleanup level of 
650 ppm of lead was based on a risk assessment. This risk assessment 
assumed that children would not be exposed to the lead since the site 
will have an asphalt cap. 

Soil cleanup levels set for mercury and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid 
(2,4-D), a herbicide, also varied. One state set a soil cleanup level of 1 ppm 
for mercury at sites 15 and 16, while another state allowed a range of 
cleanup levels from 1 ppm to 100 ppm at different areas of site 3. At site 9 
a state standard was used to set a l-10 ppm cleanup level for 2,4-D, 
depending on depth, while another state’s cleanup of site 10 achieved a 
cleanup level of 0.28 ppm for the same contaminant. Although cleanup 
levels set by these states for mercury and W-D varied, they compare 
favorably with the October 1987 draft soil cleanup requirements for 
“clean closure” under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 

EPA officials cautioned us that the significance of such differences in 
cleanup levels depends on a variety of factors, including contaminant 
toxicity, land use, and additional steps taken to increase protectiveness 
at the site. At nine sites we reviewed, states had combined cleanup stan- 
dards with engineering or institutional controls to increase protective- 
ness. For example, higher concentrations of 2,4-D (10 ppm) will be allowed 
to remain at site 9 than actually remain following cleanup at site 10 
(0.28 ppm); however, site 9 also includes an engineering control (partial 
capping with asphalt) to deter rainwater infiltration and migration of 
2,4-D into groundwater. 

Risk Assessments Were 
Not Performed for Many 
Non-NPL Sites 

States did not require formal risk assessments for the majority of the 17 
sites reviewed; in those instances where they were done, they were not 
always complete. At 11 sites, states set cleanup levels using existing fed- 
eral or state standards, or judgments, without performing a formal 
health-based risk assessment. In reviewing summaries of the 17 clean- 
ups, officials we talked with from EPA and the EDF questioned whether 
all site risks had been accounted for in planning the cleanups. They 
questioned whether all possible exposure pathways for contaminants 
had been checked: specifically, possible groundwater contamination at 
six sites and consumption of fish and recreational contact with contami- 
nants at site 6. 
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EPA officials pointed out that cleanups at sites 2 and 9 addressed only 
the contaminant found in greatest concentration, a basis that could be 
flawed if smaller concentrations of other contaminants present are more 
toxic. Additionally, EPA officials questioned whether some sites had been 
adequately tested for other possible contaminants. For example, two of 
four PcB-contaminated sites were not tested for the presence of dioxin, a 
common byproduct of PCB combustion that is a probable human carcino- 
gen. According to a state official, dioxin testing at site 16 was unneces- 
sary based on the low PCB level. Even if any of the PCBS present had been 
subject to the type of combustion that can convert PCBS into dioxin, the 
concentrations would likely be so low as to remain undetected and 
would likely not present an environmental risk, according to him. 

Specialists in EPA'S Exposure Assessment Applications Branch reviewed 
documentation from four of the cleanups and concluded that the risk 
assessments at these four sites did not fully conform to EPA guidance 
that would be used for NPL sites. EPA officials noted the following prob- 
lems with one or more of the four risk assessments: 

l All potential exposure pathways were not discussed. 
l Risks for all major contaminants present were not assessed. 
. Assumptions behind risk calculations were not included or adequately 

justified. 
l The toxicity of contaminants and their adverse health effects were not 

sufficiently discussed. 
l Outdated toxicity data were used. 

The limited number of federal cleanup standards results in state and 
federal reliance on judgment or risk assessments. Risk assessments can 
lead to inconsistencies among site cleanups and may affect EPA'S credi- 
bility and ability to negotiate with responsible parties, according to an 
internal EPA study on risk assessments.’ We believe that poorly done risk 
assessments may similarly affect state credibility and ability to negoti- 
ate with responsible parties. According to the Chief of the Exposure 
Assessment Applications Branch, data quality, assumptions made about 
exposure, and incomplete analysis of possible exposure pathways can 
all affect the quality of the risk assessment and the cleanup levels set. 
He added that such problems are not unique to risk assessments for non- 
NPL sites; they also occur in risk assessments for NPL sites. Furthermore, 

‘Results of Study, “Evaluation of the Preparation of Risk Assessments for Enforcement Activ~tles.” 
US. EPA, Oct. 1, 1978, pp. 4and 14. 
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according to the aforementioned internal EPA study, “Even an appar- 
ently minor inconsistency, such as a variation in an exposure assump- 
tion, can affect the final conclusion about risk, and thus potentially the 
cleanup goal.” 

How States Selected 
Remedies 

Most states we reviewed adopted a simpler and more informal remedy 
selection process than the one called for in EPA guidance for SPL sites. 
States told us that cost, time, and staff limitations were reasons for 
these differences. They also cited the predominance of responsible party 
cleanups as a reason: When private responsible parties clean up a non- 
NPL site, the state role in remedy selection is normally limited to review- 
ing and accepting or modifying a cleanup plan proposed by the responsi- 
ble party. The state does not normally evaluate other alternatives or 
cost-effectiveness. 

The level of formality and documentation states used in their remedy 
selection processes at the 17 sites varied widely. Of the seven states we 
visited, those with larger, more established programs generally have 
promulgated regulations or written guidance. Most officials in smaller, 
newer programs said they consult informally with colleagues from other 
disciplines and programs for guidance, but they plan to develop more 
formal guidance and procedures as their programs become more 
established. 

Most States Considered Six of the seven states we visited considered either a single remedy or a 

Few Remedial Alternatives limited number of remedial alternatives for their sites. Case files for the 
majority of the sites we reviewed described the remedies selected and 
included little or no information about other possible remedial alterna- 
tives. Officials from two states described the role of the hazardous 
waste department as one of approving or disapproving cleanup propos- 
als submitted by responsible parties or their consultants. For sites 1 and 
3, the state documented a somewhat broader range of alternatives but 
rejected many others. Only one of the seven states followed EPA guid- 
ance: At its three sites (7,8, and 9) it proposed a broad range of reme- 
dial alternatives, ranging from no action to extensive excavation and 
off-site disposal of all contaminated soil, then narrowed the list to those 
alternatives that are protective and meet ARARS. For site 7, the state also 
reviewed a range of remedial alternatives for groundwater and eventu- 
ally selected the “no action” alternative. 
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Although 11 of the sites listed some remedial alternatives and offered 
reasons for rejecting alternatives, the reasons offered in the files 
appeared to us to be perfunctory and unsupported in most instances. 
For example, incineration was rejected at site 1 as too expensive and 
subject to local opposition, although no data on the volume of soil to be 
incinerated and the resulting costs were provided. Off-site incineration 
was rejected at site 2 because of expense and a backlog at an incinerator 
owned by the responsible party, although other incinerators might have 
been available. In other instances, a technology was rejected as 
unproven or not commercially available. For example, soil washing was 
rejected for treatment of metals at site 8 because the process was not 
commercially available at that time, and at site 7 because of a lack of 
vendor experience with the process and the economic infeasibility of 
treating such a small volume of soil. Officials from EPA who reviewed 
summaries of the 17 cases disagreed with these reasons for rejecting soil 
washing, noting that this technique is currently in use for metal-contam- 
inated NPL sites. 

At some sites, other contaminants could have been treated prior to dis- 
posal, but were not. At site 6, for example, planned air stripping of 
groundwater may be effective in removing one class of contaminants 
present (volatile organic compounds) but will not remove metals pre- 
sent. Additional protection could be achieved by adding a pretreatment 
process to remove metals, according to EPA officials. For some other 
sites, treatment of contaminated soils prior to off-site disposal is not 
planned. For example, metals at site 8 could have been chemically 
bonded to the soil (Fiated or solidified) prior to disposal at a landfill to 
decrease their mobility and potential for leaching into the groundwater. 
Fixation was not used for metals at site 8 because of the small volume of 
contaminated soil involved, according to the case manager. Groundwater 
treatment could have taken place prior to discharge of contaminated 
groundwater into the storm sewer at site 14. An EDF official questioned 
both the potential disruptive impact of contaminants on bacteria at sew- 
age treatment plants and the long-term effect of residual metals and 
other contaminants that can accumulate in sewer sludges. 

Most States Did Not Cost estimates for the remedies selected were available for 12 of the 

Evaluate Cost- cases we reviewed, but only 4 of these included cost analyses of other 

Effectiveness of Remedies possible alternative remedies. Only one of the seven states we looked at 
included in its proposed remedy a cost-effectiveness analysis similar to 
EPA'S process for NPL sites. In balancing tradeoffs among alternatives to 
determine which option is the most appropriate remedy, EPA examines 
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the relationship between total costs and overall effectiveness afforded 
among alternatives to determine which options are cost-effective. A 
remedy is considered cost-effective if it offers cleanup results propor- 
tional to costs such that they represent a reasonable value for the 
money. Without looking at costs and alternatives for a given site, EPA 
believes it is difficult to judge whether the most appropriate remedy has 
been selected. With such information, NPL case managers can better 
judge whether or not the remedy selected represents a reasonable value 
for the money or whether other remedies might be more permanent, 
according to an EPA official. Furthermore, it would allow identification 
of remedies that are safer, easier, or less expensive to implement. To the 
extent that cleanup standards and cleanup remedy scenarios can be 
developed, the need for such cost and alternatives analyses may be 
diminished, according to EPA officials. 

EPA and EDF officials expressed reservations about the small number of 
remedial alternatives most of the seven states considered. EPA officials 
said that agency guidance requires that a whole range of cleanup alter- 
natives be considered and that an individual alternative be considered in 
the context of other feasible options, as well as in light of its costeffec- 
tiveness. They also noted that cost data were not available for many of 
the case study sites and contrasted this with the EPA process, which 
compares the cost-effectiveness of feasible alternatives that meet rem- 
edy selection criteria. An EDF official concurred that many of the case 
study cleanups did not adequately consider alternative remedies or 
reject possible alternative remedies without offering sufficient reasons. 
We believe, however, that such a simplified remedy selection process 
may sometimes be more justifiable and useful at non-NPL sites than it 
would at complex NPL sites because non-NPL sites are generally smaller 
and less contaminated, thus presenting more straightforward and easily 
resolvable cleanup problems. 

States Selected Both Most state cleanup plans called for both treatment and containment 

Treatment and remedies in cleaning up hazardous waste at the 17 non-NPL sites we 

Containment Remedies for reviewed. Our 50-state questionnaire data do indicate that, when 

Non-NPL Sites 
addressing remedies for IIOn-NPL sites, states use treatment technologies 
favored by the 1986 Superfund amendments. The data also show, how- 
ever, that some states reported no experience with treating sites, includ- 
ing two of the seven states reviewed. 

Remedies selected for 9 of our 17 sites involved treatment of principal 
threats from groundwater or soil contamination, as shown in table 3.3. 
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States planned treatment at four of the nine sites that contained contam- 
inated groundwater, generally pumping and treating the groundwater. 
States also selected treatment remedies for soil contamination at six 
sites. For example, FCBs were incinerated at site 4 and some soil contami- 
nated with metals was fixated at site 7 prior to off-site disposal. At 12 
sites, states selected off-site disposal of soil. At two of these sites, some 
soil was treated by incineration or fixation prior to disposal. 

Table 3.3: Remedies Selected for 17 
Non-NPL Sites Number of sites’ 

Treatment technolosies:b 
Incineration/thermal 1 

Solidification 2 
Stabilizationjneutralization 3 
Volatilization/aeration 4 
Soil washing/flushing 0 
Biodegradation 1 
Other 

Containment and dlrposal: 
On-site containment 

Temoorarv storaae 

Off-We disposal 12 

Groundwater: 
Pumplna and treatina 4 

Alternate water supply 0 
Groundwater monitoring 6 

%lore than one remedy may be assoccated wdh a site 

%e app. I for descriptions of these technologies. 

Many states that responded to our survey reported that they have used 
various treatment technologies, as well as containment and disposal. Of 
the 60 states that responded, 30 reported that they have used treatment 
technologies at least once at a non-WL site, and 26 reported pumping 
and treating groundwater one or more times. Of the remaining 20 states, 
14 reported they had never used a treatment technology, and 6 did not 
know whether a treatment technology had been used. More states have 
used off-site disposal than on-site containment or temporary storage. 
There did not seem to be any relationship between states with the larg- 
est funding balances and use of treatment technologies over contain- 
ment and disposal. Similarly, there does not appear to be a strong 
relationship between states with the most sites needing attention and 
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states using more technologies. Table 3.4 totals state responses for vari- 
ous remedies. 

Table 3.4: Remedies Used at Non-NPL 
Sites in 50 States 

Treatment technologies:a 
Inclneratlon/thermal 

Number of states 
Remedy 

used RemedLs 
Do not 
know 

18 27 5 

Solidification 11 32 7 

Stabilizatton/neutralization 15 27 8 

Volatilization/aeration 16 28 6 
Soil washing/flushing 9 34 7 

Biodearadation 17 27 6 
Other 9 35 6 

Containment and disposal: 
On-site containment 26 18 6 
Temporary storage 

Off-site disposal 

Groundwater: 
Pumping and treating 

22 23 5 
35 10 5 

26 19 5 
Alternate water SUDDIV 24 22 4 

%ee app. I for ciescnptlons of these technologies 

States and EPA Although not required by statute or regulation, EPA provides many 

Regions Could Benefit 
forms of general assistance to states that can be helpful in their efforts 
to clean UP non-NPL sites. However, on our 50-state survey and in the 7 

From More EPA 
Guidance 

states visited, many state officials said they could benefit from more 
EPA-developed cleanup standards and increased technical assistance 
from EPA. Setting cleanup levels, conducting or reviewing risk assess- 
ments, and selecting remedies often require complex judgments based on 
a knowledge of many scientific disciplines and considerable data collec- 
tion, especially when cleanup standards have not been established. In 
making these judgments for non-NpL sites, most states do not have the 
technical resources and staff that EPA has available to draw on, and 
many states have limited cleanup experience. 
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Available EPA Assistance EPA provides several types of general assistance to States for setting 

on Setting Cleanup Levels standards at non-NPL sites, Our survey of the states and interviews with 

and Selecting Remedies EPA officials, however, indicate that EPA needs to reexamine the nature 
and extent of its assistance to states. Although a thorough review of 
EPA’S training and technical assistance efforts was beyond the scope of 
this review, we found evidence that some states need greater assistance 
from EPA to better accomplish non-NPL cleanups. 

EPA provides a variety of assistance on setting cleanup levels and seiect- 
ing remedies. Although it has primarily designed this assistance for use 
by Super-fund contractors and EPA or state personnel overseeing NPL 

cleanups, much of it is also available to those who perform or oversee 
non-ML cleanups as well. These include 

. guidance and training in identifying ARARS, performing and evaluating 
risk assessments, and selecting remedies; 

l health effects data on contaminants; 
l health risk and EPA regulatory information on about 365 chemicals in 

EPA’S Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) data base;8 and 
. advice on contaminants, risk assessments, and other factors at specific 

sites. 

Most States Would Like 
More EPA Assistance 

More EPA assistance would be helpful, according to most of the state offi- 
cials and some EPA program officials we contacted. 0x-1 our questionnaire 
we asked states what kinds of assistance EPA should provide to assist 
them in non-NpL cleanups. The kinds of assistance requested most fre- 
quently, both nationwide and for states we visited, most often involved 
setting cleanup levels and selecting remedies. 

At least 43 of the 50 states that responded to our survey said that each 
of the following types of assistance would help the state’s cleanup of 
non-NpL sites: more assistance with health effects data for conducting 
risk assessments, reports on new treatment techniques, training for 
state personnel on treatment technologies, and training on choosing rem- 
edies. None of the 50 respondents said federal assistance in the first 
three areas listed above would hinder state cleanup efforts. In addition, 
most states said more training for state personnel on identifying ARAFB 
would be helpful. (See table 3.5.) 

*IRIS is available at most states. as well as EPA headquarters and regional offices. The primary pur- 
pose of IRIS, which has been available since April 1988, is to provide guidance risk values for use in 
risk assessments EPA staff and contractors are expected to use the risk information in IRIS for those 
chemicals in the data base. 
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TaMo 3.5: Assistance Iloquested by 
Strtes 

Type of assistance 
Tratnrng for state personnel on treatment 
technologres 
Reports on new treatment techmques/ 
applications 

Number of states 
Would Would have 

Would help hinder no effect __-- 

47 0 3 .___ 

44 0 6 

Training for state personnel on choosing 
remedies 43 2 5 
Health/environmental effects data (for nsk 
assessment) 

Training on EPA’s process for Identifying 
cleanup standards (ARAW 

43 0 7 

37 1 11 

National guidelines for setting cleanup 
standards 
Federal standards for soil cleanup 

35 6 4 
31 7 7 

Advice on remedy selection 
Federal standards for groundwater cleanup 
Federal cleanup standards for all hazardous 
waste sites 

28 13 8 
27 9 9 

23 14 6 

Note Responses do not total 50 in all Instances because some states Uld not prowde responses for 
each category 

States generally thought that federal standards for soil and ground- 
water cleanup would help them clean up non+PL sites. However, some- 
what fewer than half wanted federal hazardous waste site cleanup 
standards. Opposition may be explained in part by state comments that 
they did not want EPA interference in the cleanup process. 

The case study reviews we performed confiied a need for EPA assis- 
tance in such areas as risk assessment, even for states with established 
programs. Although they have established programs with relatively 
substantial funding, staff, and technical expertise, two of the seven 
states we reviewed sought EPA assistance with technical aspects of three 
of the case studies discussed in this report. One state requested EPA 

assistance in reviewing the risk assessment for site 15. Another state 
contacted EPA for information about proposed technologies for handling 
mercury contamination at site 3 and to determine whether PCB regula- 
tions under TSCA applied to site 2. As part of a project with the Kational 
Governors’ Association, EPA reviews five risk assessments for non-M% or 
state-led NPL sites each year and provides feedback (in the form of writ- 
ten comments, meetings, and conferences) on how to improve state risk 
assessments. 
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Problems with risk assessment occur at both NPL and non-NPL sites, 
according to the chief of EPA’S Exposure Assessment Applications 
Branch. He said problems found in risk assessments at our case study 
sites are typical of many NPL and non-%x risk assessment problems for 
cases reviewed by his branch. 

Better Technical States’ need for more guidance on setting cleanup levels and selecting 

Assistance and More remedies is not unique to non-N% cleanups; NPL cleanups led by the 

Standards Needed to Help states and EPA regions also require much help. EPA has recognized the 

Hazardous Waste Cleanup 
need to improve its technology transfer and training efforts to assist 
state, local, and EPA regional cleanup efforts. According to an internal 
report prepared for EPA in 1988,g NPL case managers report little or no 
systematic training to prepare them for their site management responsi- 
bilities, which include making decisions about cleanup levels, risks, and 
remedy selection. Similarly, according to officials at EPA headquarters, 
EPA Region I, and a national waste management association, state offi- 
cials may not always be aware of EPA training courses, may be unable to 
travel out of state to attend them, or may not gain access to limited 
course slots. 

Although EPA offers a variety of technical assistance and support for 
cleanup decisions, non-NPL case managers are not always aware of such 
resources. Additionally, NPL case managers do not find the format of 
available materials useful, according to EPA officials. Furthermore, EPA 

publications, such as the 1986 Superfund Public Health Evaluation Man- 
ual, quickly become outdated and do not contain all current ARARS or 
more information on the toxic effects of individual contaminants. IRIS, 
EPA’S on-line data base, can potentially overcome both of these problems, 
but not all state program officials and case managers with whom we 
spoke were aware of or had access to this resource. 

Many EPA regional project managers who oversee NPL cleanups are also 
unaware of the full extent of technical support and assistance provided 
by EPA’S Office of Research and Development, according to EPA’S internal 
report. The report says that, in many cases, regional case managers 
have never heard of this Office and are completely unaware of the tech- 
nical support and services available, or often do not know how to locate 
the appropriate person within the Office to answer their questions. We 
believe that state hazardous waste officials are even less likely to be 

‘Outreach Initiative on Superfund Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/B) prepared by the 
Research TriangIe Institute, Summer 1988. 
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aware of EPA'S technical resources because they have less access to EPA 
resources. Furthermore, the report said that most NPL case managers 
who were aware of this Office’s research reports indicated that most 
written materials were not helpful because of time pressures they face 
and of difficulties in locating the materials they need. The director of 
EPA'S Office of Technology Transfer and Regulatory Support acknowl- 
edged these time constraints to us and noted that EPA needs to put more 
emphasis on shorter “how to” guides and computer-assisted instruction 
to help states. 

The availability of additional cleanup standards should assist states in 
non+u’pL hazardous waste cleanup. We found, for example, that states 
generally follow available numerical standards, such as MCLS. Moreover, 
the availability of standards helps to reduce state reliance on risk 
assessments, an area we found to be weak at the state level. One official 
said his state does not require risk assessments for all sites because they 
are not needed if an established regulatory framework with cleanup 
standards exists into which a site appropriately fits. According to him, 
risk assessments are time consuming and focus the process on decisions 
about assumptions and risk, rather than on actually cleaning up sites. 
Furthermore, the 1988 EPA internal report mentioned above noted that 
NPL case managers need standards, guidelines, and technical support to 
help in their negotiations with potentially responsible parties and con- 
tractors, in monitoring EPA contractors, and in making and defending 
their decisions (both legally and publicly). The report concludes that 
“Provision of technical support and assistance, particularly in the form 
of standards, guidelines and techniques, is crucial for bridging the gap 
between [case managers’] skills and technical knowledge and their job 
requirements.” Such standards, guidelines, and technical support should 
also benefit non-NpL case managers. 

Conclusions Although there are no federal cleanup regulations or guidance directly 
covering non-NPL sites, states generally set cleanup levels at least as 
stringent as ARUB at the 17 sites we reviewed. Because of the limited 
number of federal cleanup standards, especially for soil contamination, 
states frequently turned to their own standards or site-by-site judg- 
ments to establish cleanup levels. States did not require risk assessments 
at most sites, and the risk assessment and remedy selection processes 
states did follow were often not as thorough as those required by EP.4 
guidance for NPL sites. Although cleanup actions planned or taken at 
these non-NPL sites should significantly reduce contamination and 
threats to human health and the environment, it is uncertain that they 
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are as rigorous as required by EPA guidance for NPL sites. Because states 
used different standards and procedures for cleaning up their hazardous 
waste sites, chapter 4 includes recommendations to ensure protective 
cleanups should NPL sites be deferred to states. 

Case managers at both non-NPL and NPL sites are confronted with diffi- 
cult and complex decisions in setting cleanup levels and selecting reme- 
dies for cleaning up hazardous waste. Our nationwide survey, 
discussions with state officials, reviews of 17 case studies, and reports 
by EPA all indicate that states need more information on health effects, 
protective cleanup levels, risk assessments, remedy selection, and 
cleanup technologies. To the extent that EPA establishes cleanup stan- 
dards for NPL sites, standardizes risk assessment assumptions, and 
improves health effects data and guidance on remedy selection, it will 
help case managers at non-NpL sites. Such guidance may simplify non- 
NPL cleanup decisions by providing protective cleanup levels without 
extensive site-by-site state analysis, which may be beyond the resources 
of some states. Such assistance could also help expedite overall cleanup 
progress. In the meantime, technical assistance is important. Our survey 
showed that states want such assistance, and there are indications that 
more assistance would be helpful. 

Recommendations to In view of the difficult task faced by states seeking to clean up 

the Administrator, 
EPA 

thousands of non%% sites, we recommend that the EPA Administrator 
reexamine the nature, form, and extent of EPA's technical assistance to 
the states to determine how best to assist them in selecting cleanup 
levels and remedies at non-NpL sites. Given concerns raised within EPA 

about the need for improved technical assistance on NPL sites, this reex- 
amination should be designed so that NPL case managers in EPA regions 
and at state-lead NPL sites also benefit. The Administrator should then 
devise and implement a strategy to increase the delivery of effective 
assistance to states and EPA regions. 
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In its December 1988 proposed revision to the National Contingency 
Plan, EPA said it was considering whether to allow states to administer 
the cleanup of hazardous waste sites that would otherwise be included 
on the NPL.' The purpose of this “deferral” to states, as it is called, is to 
speed up site remediation and preserve federal funds for sites whose 
cleanup can be achieved only by EPA action. The proposal, which says 
that deferral “is not intended to ensure equivalence to CERCIA," leaves 
open the question of how closely remedies selected by states for 
deferred sites would conform to federal cleanup standards and other 
requirements. The proposal also neither describes in sufficient detail the 
capabilities states must possess to qualify for deferred sites nor sets 
requirements for federal oversight. 

Most of the 50 states told us they were willing to administer the cleanup 
of at least some NPL sites, and our review showed that some states have 
considerable capability and experience with site cleanups. However, as 
discussed earlier, we also found that many states have limited site 
remediation experience and small programs. Since the capability of 
these states to handle the cleanup of large, complex sites is unproven, 
regulations controlling deferral, if adopted, should specify the minimum 
experience and program resources needed to be eligible for deferral. 
Also, we believe that acceleration in the pace of NPL site remediation 
should not come at the cost of lowered standards, especially reductions 
in standards or procedural shortcuts EPA is unwilling to make for the NPL 
sites it cleans up itself. In our view, no sites serious enough to warrant 
corrective action under Superfund should be deferred to states except 
on terms ensuring cleanups at least as protective of human health and 
the environment as the NCP requires of EPA. In addition, the quality of 
state cleanups of any deferred sites should be monitored by EPA. 

Two Options for 
Deferral: With and 
Without Conditions 

The deferral proposal indicates that after a site scores above the Hazard 
Ranking System cutoff or otherwise meets eligibility for NPL listing, EPA 
would consider deferring it at a state’s request. EPA has proposed two 
options for deferral-differing largely in the latitude given to states to 
select remedies. Under the first option a state would select its own rem- 
edy for the site; it would not be bound by federal remedy selection rules 
but would have to allow for public comment. The state would have to 
certify that it 

‘Since the issuance of the proposed NCP. EPA has decided to consider the deferral policy separately, 
according to EPA officials. 
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l has notified the public of its petition for deferral and plans for cleanup 
under state laws; 

l will provide for public participation in the remedy selection process; and 
. will hold a public meeting to discuss its decision to petition for deferral, 

if requested by the public. 

Under the second option proposed, EPA would defer individual sites from 
listing on the NPL where the state provides a more detailed certification 
of its ability and commitment to clean up the site consistent with certain 
CEXCLA standards. EPA would consider deferring a site if the state demon- 
strates and certifies in writing that it has 

. sufficient regulatory authority to accomplish cleanup of sites itself or to 
compel action by responsible parties; 

. sufficient personnel and funds either for state-implemented corrective 
action or for enforcement actions, compliance monitoring, and oversight 
of responsible-party remediation; 

. satisfactory schedules with milestones to complete cleanup; 

. commitment to provide status reports to EPA and the public; 

. provision for public participation in the remedy selection process; and 

. commitment to select a remedy that is consistent with CERCLA Section 
121 cleanup standards. 

EPA’S proposal said that this latter option “would require greater EPA 
oversight than the fist option” but did not elaborate on the nature or 
frequency of such oversight. Nor does it describe what would constitute 
“sufficient” state regulatory authority or staff and financial resources. 
It also does not condition deferral on a state’s having experience with 
the cleanup of sites. Moreover, compliance with the NCP cleanup proce- 
dures is not required. 

Under either option, EPA would retain the right to list the site on the NPL 
after deferral and use CERCLA cleanup authority if necessary. However, 
according to an EPA official, EPA would not likely take back a site once a 
state cleanup was complete, unless there was a great public outcry 
about the quality of the cleanup. Sites would be deferred only to states 
requesting deferral of that specific site, and states could still have the 
lead in cleanup of a listed NPL site. If adopted, deferral would not apply 
to federal facilities. EPA requested comment in the Federal Register 
notice whether the deferral policy should be applied to sites already on 
the NPL. 
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EPA is proposing to defer NPL listing of sites because it believes that state 
action will result in more cleanups and the conservation of EPA resources 
for sites where cleanup cannot be achieved by any other means. The 
Director of the Hazardous Site Evaluation Division told us that EPA has a 
backlog of sites on the NPL and expects to add more sites in the future 
than it can keep pace with. He was confident that some states have the 
ability to tackle cleanup of deferred sites. 

States Generally Many of the 50 states that responded to our survey expressed willing- 

Support Deferral of 
ness to assume responsibility for cleaning up some deferred NPL sites. 
Generally, state willingness depends on the availability of funding from 

Sites Whose Cleanup responsible parties, although some states said they would accept a 

Would E3e Paid for by deferred site even if it had to be cleaned up with the state’s own 

Responsible Parties 
resources. We also asked states to comment on the benefits or problems 
a deferral policy might create for them or for hazardous waste cleanup 
in general. 

State Willingness to 
Accept Deferred Sites 

Most states said they would accept deferred NPL sites with a responsible 
party but would not assume cleanup responsibility for sites without 
responsible parties. For deferred sites with responsible parties, 40 states 
said they would be somewhat or very willing to assume cleanup respon- 
sibility, 4 were uncertain, and 6 were very unwilling to accept such 
responsibility. In contrast, for sites where a responsible party cannot be 
found, 26 states said they would be very unwilling to accept responsibil- 
ity, 7 said they would be somewhat unwilling, and 4 said they were 
uncertain. Only 13 said they would be somewhat or very willing to 
accept responsibility for a deferred NPL site without a responsible party. 
Twenty-six states said they definitely or probably would have the 
resources to fund some cleanups for deferred sites with no responsible 
parties, 5 states were uncertain about funding, and 19 said they proba- 
bly or definitely would not have the resources for such sites. 

Benefits of Deferral Cited We also asked all states to comment on the benefits or problems of 

by States deferral. As benefits of a deferral policy, states cited the following: 
reduces delays in starting cleanups, expedites cleanups, encourages 
responsible parties to negotiate and clean up sites, is less expensive, and 
allows states to act on their own policies and requirements. Some states 
we surveyed criticized the delay between site discovery and listing on 
the NPL, noting that years elapse before cleanup actually begins. Some 
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states said that deferral would allow states to use their own enforce- 
ment authorities to move promptly on problem sites. Other states said 
that state cleanups proceed more quickly, more cost-effectively, and 
with very reduced oversight costs. Deferral would help minimize disrup- 
tion in remedial work started by states that may occur when a site 
moves from non-NPL to NPL status, according to officials of one state. 

Some states said that a deferral policy would give states an important 
negotiating tool to encourage responsible parties to cooperate and would 
enhance state program authority. In one state, whose cleanup standards 
are in some respects more stringent than Super-fund standards, officials 
commented that the deferral policy would also force responsible parties 
to deal directly with states, instead of shopping around for the best deal 
among federal and state agencies. They added that the policy would 
allow states to use the possibility of NPL listing as leverage to obtain the 
necessary commitments to clean up a site. 

Several states said that deferral would enhance state authority to clean 
up, especially if it included an EPA commitment to accept state decisions 
on cleanup standards. For example, according to a state official, 

.I 
. . . to date EPA has been unable to clearly establish federal cleanup standards. The 

combination of lack of federal acceptance of state decisions and the changing fed- 
eral cleanup standards creates the possibility of having to redo remedial investiga- 
tions and feasibility studies on sites cleaned up to state standards.” 

Several states said they would not want their cleanups to be subject to 
EPA oversight. 

Problems With Deferral 
Cited by States 

States cited a number of potential problems with the deferral policy in 
their narrative responses to our questionnaire and in our discussions 
with officials in the seven states we visited. The concern most fre- 
quently cited by states was lack of funding to handle cleanups without 
responsible parties. Some states added that they do not have resources 
to clean up I\OII-NPL sites without responsible parties, let alone NPL sites. 
One state commented that many states have inadequate funding to han- 
dle the backlog of voluntary cleanups. 

Other states said they lack sufficient staff and cost-recovery mecha- 
nisms for NPL cleanups. One state observed that EPA should consider the 
state’s ability to follow through and the strength of its enforcement pro- 
gram and said that sites with willing responsible parties should not be 
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deferred to states without an active enforcement program. Similarly, 
officials of another state supported only what they called a “rational” 
deferral policy, that is, one in which EPA looks for a substantially equiv- 
alent program at a state before NPL-type cleanups are deferred to that 
state. They added that for deferral to be effective, EPA must develop bet- 
ter criteria to assess the capability of different environmental programs. 

Safeguards Needed for While expediting the cleanup of seriously contaminated sites is a worth- 

Deferral 
while goal, it should not be attempted, in our view, by deferring NPL sites 
to states without assurance of state ability to deal independently with 
these sites and controls to ensure that remediation at least meets federal 
standards. First, the ability of many states to control the planning and 
implementation of remedies for large, complex sites is untested. In addi- 
tion, deferral without controls would threaten the credibility of the 
Super-fund program by opening possibilities for (1) unequal treatment of 
responsible parties from state to state and from federal to state pro- 
grams and (2) inconsistent, possibly inadequate protection from the 
hazards of these seriously contaminated sites. Finally, bypassing 
cleanup rules for the nation’s worst hazardous waste sites runs counter 
to the Congress’ effort, embodied in the 1986 Superfund amendments, to 
set minimum standards for these sites and would weaken the bargaining 
strength of states in their negotiations with responsible parties. In our 
view, any deferral policy that is implemented should set minimum state 
eligibility standards, require conformance with the NCP, and give EPA the 
right to monitor state performance to ensure that cleanups are protec- 
tive and meet federal standards. 

The deferral proposal implies that acceptable cleanup of NPL-type sites 
is possible without adherence to the NCP. It seems to us that, if there are 
Superfund cleanup procedures or standards that are not needed for 
accomplishing protective remedies, or which are needlessly slowing 
cleanups, EPA should change them for all sites, rather than avoiding 
them only at certain sites selected by states. 

EPA Should Set Eligibility Cur review showed that states are not all equally prepared to assume 

Requirements for Deferral responsibility for the cleanup of deferred NPL sites. As shown in chap 

Since State Capability Is ters 2 and 3, states vary in the amount of progress they have made in 

Undemonstrated 
cleaning up non-NPL sites,. the cleanup standards set for sites, and the 
resources devoted to cleanup programs. A few states have developed 
large, well-funded cleanup programs and accomplished many site 
remediations. However, most states have had limited experience in 
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cleaning up I-ton-NPL sites, and some may not be prepared to assume the 
more complex and difficult challenges of an NPL cleanup. Of the 47 
states that reported numbers of suspected or confirmed sites to us, 14 
have not yet completed any site cleanups, and 11 others have cleaned up 
eight or fewer sites. Of the 1,736 sites where all remedial actions have 
been completed, 82 percent were performed by six states. 

While many states have had experience “leading” NPL cleanups under 
cooperative agreements, their performance is supposed to be monitored 
and controlled by EPA throughout, and EPA must approve their cleanup 
remedies. According to EPA officials, experience with “state leads” does 
not necessarily indicate ability to independently undertake cleanup of 
NPL sites. Moreover, as of March 3, 1989, 18 states had not led the 
cleanup of any NPL sites, and only 15 had been responsible for more than 
five Records of Decision or their implementation. 

In a March 29, 1988, report the EPA Inspector General criticized state 
performance under cooperative agreements, saying that states “. . . had 
not effectively performed their cooperative agreement goals and objec- 
tives, or were substantially behind schedule in their completion.“’ The 
Inspector General’s report noted that: 

“Several factors contributed to these conditions. Some cooperative agreements were 
prematurely awarded because the recipients did not meet the financial, technical, 
and experience requirements for an award. In addition, some EPA Regions and recip- 
ients developed a complacent or passive attitude to the completion of the coopera- 
tive agreement objectives. We [EPA’S Inspector General] further noted that some 
Regional offices and recipients failed to establish effective lines of communication 
or working relationships with each other. Finally, the Regions had not always main- 
tained accurate management information systems to reflect the status of the 
existing and proposed NPL sites within their geographical boundaries.” 

Improvement Needed in The proposed deferral options require little evidence of a state’s readi- 
Proposal’s Criteria for ness to assume responsibility for the cleanup of deferred NPL sites. The 
Determining State Readiness for more restrictive of the deferral options requires that states provide 
Deferral somewhat more information about their program authorities and 

resources, but neither option includes criteria for determinin g which 
states have sufficient resources and experience for handling sites that 
would otherwise be listed on the NPL. Cleanups could be delayed or not 
sufficiently protective if unprepared states assume responsibility for 
deferred sites. 

2”Capping” Report on EPA, Office of the Inspector General Audits of Superfund Cooperative Agree- 
ments for Fiscal Years 19% Through 1987 (Audit Report No. EM33-O94018-80838, MU. 29.198% 
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For the deferral program to succeed, EPA needs better criteria for decid- 
ing which states are prepared to handle cleanup of deferred sites that 
would qualify for the KPL. Criteria could include 

. a proven record of cleanup experience with complex, extensively con- 
taminated sites; 

l a record of successfully negotiating protective cleanups with responsible 
parties; 

l specifications for the staff, including technical specialists, and resources 
to be committed to cleaning up deferred sites; and 

. adequate arrangements for state oversight of responsible party cleanup 
plans and actions. 

Cleanups of Deferred Sites The deferral proposal would grant discretion to states to approve reme- 

Should Be Consistent With dies for sites that would otherwise be on the NPL. Even under the more 

the NCP restrictive of the deferral options, deviations from NCP standards would 
apparently be permitted. EPA’S proposal states that: 

“A deferral would not be a delegation of any CERCLA authority, and it is not 
intended to ensure equivalence to CERCLA. By deferring to a State authority, EPA is 
not approving the remediation to be undertaken by that State authority. In consider- 
ing this deferral policy, EPA recognizes that corrective actions under State authori- 
ties may not follow the procedures and requirements of the NCP, and in some cases, 
this may result in differences, e.g., some States may have more stringent corrective 
action standards than EPA while other States may have less stringent corrective 
action standards. Requiring State authorities to conform strictly to NCP require- 
ments might result in fewer States choosing to undertake a site remediation that 
could be deferred. EPA requests comment on the level of remediation that should be 
required for sites deferred to States.” 

As discussed in chapter 1 and appendix I, CERCLA, as amended, estab- 
lishes general guidance for setting cleanup standards and selecting rem- 
edies for Superfund sites. Cleanup rules and procedures EPA follows at 
Superfund sites are contained in the NCP and in guides and handbooks 
EPA has developed over the course of the Superfund program. Even con- 
sidering these, however, EPA officials said that Superfund project mana- 
gers exercise considerable discretion over the selection and design of 
cleanup solutions. Since few standards are applied automatically, deci- 
sions are made following site-specific risk assessments and evaluations 
of (among other things) the protectiveness and cost-effectiveness of 
remedies. EPA itself has been criticized by the Office of Technology 
Assessment (OTA) for making inconsistent cleanup decisions from site to 
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siteaJ We believe that sites that would qualify for the NPL should be 
cleaned up consistently and should at a minimum meet federal cleanup 
standards. 

Inconsistency is likely to worsen if states are given unsupervised control 
over N&type sites. At non-WL sites we reviewed, most states were not 
required to and did not fully follow the NCP or EPA'S guidance for per- 
forming risk assessments and selecting remedies. Some state officials 
said that they followed a less formal cleanup process, and the cases we 
selected for analysis reflected this. The result of inconsistent cleanup 
decisions made by states operating independent of EPA control might be 
unequal treatment of responsible parties, unjustified differences in the 
protection of public health, and the erosion of public confidence in the 
fairness of the Superfund program. In addition to increasing the varia- 
bility of cleanup, if states do not follow EPA guidance on documenting 
the rationales for decisions, it will be difficult for EPA or others to know 
whether cleanups are protective or use the best cost-effective remedy. 

Deferral Without 
Standards Could Leave 
States in a Weaker 
Bargaining Position 

Deferral to states without requirements for cleanup standards and rem- 
edies may also leave them in a weaker position in their negotiations with 
responsible parties over required cleanup actions. States may be at a 
disadvantage compared with EPA in dealing with responsible parties that 
are major employment and tax sources for the state. 

A state official told us she was concerned about the potential for respon- 
sible parties to pressure states to request deferral of sites to keep them 
off the NPL. An EPA headquarters official mentioned to us as one poten- 
tial risk of deferral that states, in bending to economic pressure, may 
submit to lesser cleanup standards while negotiating agreements with 
responsible parties. Furthermore, responsible parties could use the 
threat of moving away, cutting jobs, or declaring bankruptcy to negoti- 
ate lower cleanup standards, particularly in states without strong 
programs. 

A state official in written comments submitted to EPA expressed the con- 
cern that deferral would result in inconsistent cleanups, out of line with 
the requirements of the 1986 Superfund amendments. The official said, 
‘4 . . * SARA’s [the 1986 Superfund amendments’] intent to provide a cost- 
effective, standardized, and permanent cleanup could be undermined by 

3Are We Cleaning Up? 10 Superfund Case Studits-Special Report (UTA-ITE362), CrrA (June 1988). 
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allowing states with varied state environmental laws and less stringent 
corrective action standards to clean up hazardous waste sites.” 

The 1986 Superfund 
Amendments Established 
Minimum Cleanup Standards 

As the Superfund program has evolved, standards for cleanup and crite- 
ria for selection of remedies have gradually developed. When CERCLA 
was passed in 1980, it did not contain cleanup standards. In a report 
prepared for Superfund’s reauthorization, we said that “The absence of 
cleanup standards is one of the most important issues confronting the 
Superfund program; it has a direct bearing on the program’s cost and 
the extent to which cleanup actions will protect public health and wel- 
fare and the environment.“4 According to the Bureau of Pu’ational 
Affairs, Inc., CTA reported at the time that methods for determining the 
extent of cleanups at Superfund sites appeared to be ad hoc and incon- 
sistent and that no national goal of cleanup had been defined. Without 
such goals the selection of cleanup technology was, ur~ said, difficult 
and contentious.” The Congress responded in the 1986 Superfund 
amendments by setting minimum cleanup standards and providing guid- 
ance on remedy selection. EPA has drafted regulations to implement 
these 1986 provisions and developed other guidance for agency decision 
makers to define acceptable cleanup standards and procedures. 

The deferral proposal runs counter to this trend toward more standard- 
ized and predictable cleanups. The first option especially would put 
decision making on one class of NPL-type sites-deferred sites-back in 
the pie-1986 era, which was found to be unsatisfactory. 

EPA Should Monitor Even if deferral were conditioned on states’ complying with the NCP, 

State Cleanups of 
Deferred Sites 

many of the decisions states will need to make on the cleanups of 
deferred sites would be based on their own judgment. As discussed in 
appendix I, at present, simple clear-cut formulas do not exist for design- 
ing remedies. Instead, many aspects of remedial design must be tailored 
to the contaminants, media, and site in question. Therefore, EPA should 
actively review state cleanups, at least until a state has established a 
history of effectively remediating deferred sites. Less intensive over- 
sight may be possible at that point. As indicated earlier, the deferral 
proposal does not describe what, if any, monitoring EPA would do of 
deferred sites. 

Up Hazardous Waste: An Overview of Superfund Reauthorization Issues (GAO/ 
-69, Mar. 29, 1985). 

‘Superfund &rate@ (UT’A-ITE-252), Office of Technology Assessment (Apr. 1985). 
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In our recent report on EPA management6 we recommended that EP-4 con- 
sider periodically “recertifying” state authority to operate delegated 
environmental programs. These programs, which include the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, are operated by states under EP.4 guid- 
ance. Recertification would involve examination at appropriate intervals 
of the results of the states’ management of delegated programs. Contin- 
ued delegation would depend on a state’s successfully standing up to 
this scrutiny. This approach could be applied to Superfund deferral once 
a state has accomplished the cleanup of sites with closer oversight, 

Conclusions EPA expects that it will be unable to keep up with future increases in the 
number of Superfund sites and predicts that backlogs of sites awaiting 
cleanup will grow. Under the circumstances, contributions by states to 
the cleanup effort would be welcome. EPA has proposed to change its 
policy to permit states to manage the cleanup of sites that would other- 
wise be listed for Superfund action. EPA would not insist that its regular 
cleanup procedures be followed or even, under one scenario, the general 
cleanup standards in CERCLA. In addition, EPA’S proposal does not define 
sufficiently the state program capabilities needed to qualify for deferral 
or indicate the extent of EPA oversight. 

Our review showed that some states have large hazardous waste site 
programs and considerable experience with site cleanup. Some form of 
deferral may be workable. However, for several reasons we believe that 
any deferral policy should have stronger controls over cleanup than the 
deferral proposal establishes. First, most of the 60 states have little 
experience with the cleanup of hazardous waste sites. Several of the 
states we visited had new programs, small staffs, and not enough funds 
to clean up many sites without support from responsible parties. The 
ability of most states to clean up hazardous waste sites independently 
has not been demonstrated. A recent EPA Inspector General report criti- 
cized states for inadequately performing their Superfund site “lead” 
responsibilities. Second, the inconsistent cleanup levels likely to result 
from uncontrolled deferral could damage Superfund’s credibility 
through unjustified differences, from state to state and between federal 
and state programs, in the treatment of responsible parties and the pro- 
tection afforded the public, Finally, deferral without standards would 

“Environmental Protection Age 
Improved Management (GAO/R 

Human Health and the Environment Through 
101, Aug. 16, 1988). 
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weaken the negotiating strength of states dealing with responsible par- 
ties and runs counter to the trend in Superfund, reinforced by the Con- 
gress in the 1986 Superfund amendments, toward more specific cleanup 
standards. 

Recommendations to To ensure consistently protective cleanups for sites so seriously contam- 

the Administrator, 
EPA 

inated that they could be listed on the NPL, we recommend that the 
Administrator require, in any deferral policy EPA adopts, that 

l state cleanup of deferred NPL sites be consistent with the NCP; 
l states’ eligibility for deferrals be conditioned on their meeting specified 

standards, including standards for experience and resources; and 
l EPA have the right to monitor state cleanup performance on deferred WL 

sites. 

We further recommend that, if a deferral policy is implemented, the 
Administrator periodically monitor state cleanups for compliance with 
the deferral requirements. 
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The following describes briefly EPA’S procedures for selecting cleanup 
levels and remedies at Superfund sites. 

Selecting Cleanup 
Levels 

EPA uses applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements from vari- 
ous environmental laws and other information on the health and envi- 
ronmental effects of contaminants to set cleanup levels. ARARS and other 
health effects data are applied after an assessment of the risks posed by 
site contaminants. 

Using ARARs to Set 
Cleanup Levels 

In 1985 EPA listed over 40 federal laws or requirements that could be 
ARARS for a site. To be applicable to a specific site, a requirement or 
cleanup standard must be legally enforceable under a promulgated fed- 
eral or state law and fully address the circumstances at that site. Rele- 
vant and appropriate requirements are not legally applicable to a 
specific site, but they address problems or situations sufficiently similar 
to those at the site to the extent that their use is well suited to the par- 
ticular site. 

EPA interim guidance recognizes as ARARS “chemical-specific require- 
ments” in various laws that set quantitative concentration limits or 
ranges in various environmental media for specific contaminants.~ The 
following standards drawn from laws relating to drinking and surface 
water are considered to be potential ARARS for contaminated water at 
NPL sites. 

l Maximum Contaminant Levels. These are drinking water standards set 
under the Safe Drinking Water Act that establish maximum allowable 
concentrations in drinking water for 30 contaminants. For example, this 
act sets the MCL for lead in drinking water at 60,000 parts per billion. 
These standards are based on health considerations as well as the tech- 
nical and economic feasibility of achieving the standards. The Safe 
Drinking Water Act amendments of 1986 require EPA to promulgate 
national primary drinking water standards for 83 contaminants within 3 
years and thereafter standards for an additional 25 contaminants every 
3 years. 

‘Other laws, such as the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, which regulates the handling and 
disposal of hazardous waste, include requirements that may be ARARs, depending on the cleanup 
actions taken at a site and the site’s location. EPA calls these Al&U& “action-specific” or “location- 
specific” requirements. Our discussion of cleanup levels in chapter 3 focuses on state use of chemlcal- 
specific ARARs, since it is most feasible to obtain information on state compliance with them. 
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l Maximum Contaminant Level Goals. Although promulgated as part of 
the Safe Drinking Water Act, MCLGS are nonenforceable, purely health- 
based standards for public drinking water systems that, unlike MCLS, do 
not consider cost or technical feasibility. In practice, MCLGS have the 
same value as Mcl.23 for noncarcinogens; for carcinogens, McU;s are set at 
zero, while MCU are set at a threshold level where there are no adverse 
health effects.* AS of June 1, 1989, EPA had promulgated MCLGS for nine 
contaminants. 

. Federal Water Quality Criteria. These are guidelines developed under 
the Clean Water Act for states to use in developing their own water 
quality standards for surface water. Health estimates are derived to 
protect people and aquatic life when they are exposed to chemicals in 
the surface water. These estimates do not reflect technological or eco- 
nomic considerations. 

Whether the above standards are found to be ARARS at a particular site 
depends on judgment about site-specific factors. EPA’S Super-fund policy 
states that MCLS are ARARS for groundwater where the groundwater is or 
may be used as drinking water. 

In contrast to the ARARS available for contaminated water, EPA does not 
have standards that set cleanup levels for soil. However, the PCB spill 
cleanup policy under the Toxic Substances Control Act sets cleanup 
levels for soil contaminated with polychlorinated biphenyls. Under this 
policy, the allowable maximum concentration of FCEB depends on 
whether access to the land is restricted and the purposes for which the 
land will be used. Although EPA does not view the spill cleanup policy as 
an ARAR for PCBS, the TSCA policy could be considered along with other 
health advisories and guidance in setting cleanup standards. Soil con- 
tamination thus remains an area for which virtually no ms exist, 
although most contaminants at hazardous waste sites are found in soil, 
according to an EPA Super-fund official. 

The 1986 Superfund amendments allow ARARS under federal and state 
environmental laws to be waived under certain specified circumstances. 
They specify six circumstances under which an ARAR requirement can be 
waived, including technical impracticability and the need to balance 
funding for a given site against funding needed to respond to threats at 

2sOme Members of Congress maintain that the 1986 Superfund amendments intended LMCL,Gs to be 
the primary ARAR, rather than MC%. EPA contends that MCLs are protective of human health 
while taking technology and costs into consideration. 
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other Superfund sites. When an ARAR cannot be met, justification for the 
waiver must be documented. 

Using Other Health Effects 
Information to Set Cleanup 
Levels 

Other criteria, advisories, or guidance can be considered in setting 
cleanup levels where ARARS are not available. Such additional guidance 
is not considered to be an ARAR, but may be taken into consideration in 
setting cleanup levels because there are so few ARARS. The additional 
guidance includes proposed requirements as follows: 

. Proposed MCLS. In general, proposed requirements, including proposed 
MCLS and MCLGS, are not ARARS but should be considered along with other 
advisories and guidance on health effects. These are the same types of 
drinking water standards as MCLS, but they have not yet been promul- 
gated. As of June 1, 1989, EPA had proposed MCLS for 46 contaminants. 

l Proposed MCLGS. These are the same types of drinking water standards 
as MCLGS, but they have not yet been promulgated. As of June 1, 1989, 
EPA had proposed MCI&S for 41 contaminants. 

Two toxicological parameters are regularly used to provide information 
on the toxicity of contaminants in the absence of chemical-specific 
ARARS: 

l Reference Doses (RfDs). ~fDs are verified or not-yet-verified estimates of 
the level of exposure to a chemical at which no adverse noncarcinogenic 
health effects are expected to occur. 

l Carcinogenic Potency Factors (CPFS). CPFS are estimates of the strength 
(hence potency) of carcinogenic substances. CPFS are combined with 
exposure estimates to calculate upper-bound estimates of cancer risks in 
an exposed population. 

Using Risk Assessment to A Superfund risk assessment estimates the extent to which a population 

Set Cleanup Levels has been or may be exposed to a certain chemical and the hazard posed 
by the chemical. This permits estimation of the present or potential 
health risk to the population involved and the establishment of a 
cleanup level to minimize risk. Unless a risk assessment shows that they 
are unprotective in the site-specific circumstances, ARARS are generally 
used to set cleanup levels for the contaminants they cover. Because EPA 
has not adopted such standard exposure scenarios for all chemicals and 
exposure routes leading to an ARAR, risks must be assessed site by site. 

In the absence of ARAB, EPA’S risk assessments for NPL sites use various 
sources of information on the health effects of contaminants and make 
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estimates about exposure to those contaminants at a particular site. 
Exposure assessments, which are site specific, describe the potential 
pathways through which contaminants might migrate and expose peo- 
ple at or near a site. Each pathway includes a source of chemical release, 
a media and pathways through which the contaminant would migrate, a 
point where people could be exposed, and a likely exposure route. The 
health effects data help to define what levels of a contaminant are toxic 
or correspond to a given level of risk. Combining health effects data and 
exposure estimates is useful in setting a cleanup level for a contaminant. 

The Superfund risk assessment process relies heavily on two sources of 
health effects data on the toxicity of contaminants: the ~fbs for non- 
carcinogens and CPFS for carcinogens. EPA uses RfDs to indicate for non- 
carcinogens the threshold of the contaminant’s daily intake below which 
there are not expected to be any harmful effects. CPFS, the toxicity val- 
ues used to develop cancer risk estimates, are expressed as the upper- 
bound slope factor in units inverse to exposure. Multiplying CPFS by 
exposure estimates will yield an estimate of the upper-bound lifetime 
cancer risk associated with that exposure. These risks are then 
expressed as probabilities. For example, the 10” risk range represents a 
level where the probability is that less than one person in a million 
would develop cancer from exposure to site-related carcinogens under 
the site-specific conditions. The concentration level that represents a 10’; 
cancer risk is then used as a target cleanup level that is called a “point 
of departure” because this concentration level can be adjusted within a 
range of acceptable risk, provided there are sufficient site-specific justi- 
fications Remedies considered should reduce contaminant concentra- 
tions to levels associated with a carcinogenic risk range of 10” to 10.; (1 
in 10 thousand to 1 in 10 million) where possible, according to 
Superfund risk assessment guidelines. The total cancer risk is calculated 
for all carcinogens in a single medium or exposure pathway (e.g., 
groundwater). If carcinogens are present in multiple pathways, aggre- 
gate site cancer risk should also be calculated. 

Although EPA has published agencywide and Super-fund-specific guid- 
ance on performing risk assessments, the assessments involve judgments 
and uncertainties that potentially affect the cleanup levels and remedies 
selected for a site, according to EPA officials. Assumptions and profes- 
sional judgment are required in many parts of the process, especially 
where information is limited. For example, information on site history 
and chemical monitoring data about the site may be lacking, the risk 
assessment may be based on a limited number of selected contaminants 
at the site, or EPA may not have toxicity and health effects data for all 
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contaminants potentially present. Furthermore, most toxicity informa- 
tion is often derived from animal studies, and scientists disagree about 
how to interpret these data and to extrapolate from them to estimate 
potential effects on humans. Toxicity data are also based on single con- 
taminants and do not normally account for the possible synergistic 
effects of exposure to multiple contaminants at a site. Finally, the risk 
assessment process depends on assumptions made about the movement 
of contaminants, exposure to those contaminants, and other factors. 
Such assumptions, for example about how much soil a child ingests, may 
affect the cleanup levels set for a site, according to an EPA official. 

Selecting Remedies Selection of remedial actions for Super-fund WL sites involves choosing 
between various techniques for treating or containing hazardous 
materials. 

Screening and Selecting 
NPL Remedies 

EPA’S process calls for an initial screening of possible alternatives fol- 
lowed by a detailed analysis of selected alternatives against the agency’s 
remedy selection criteria. The initial screening evaluates possible reme- 
dial alternatives in terms of their effectiveness, implementability, and 
costs. Additionally, studies may be required to determine the effective- 
ness of proposed treatments on the specific contaminants and media 
present. During the detailed analysis each alternative should be assessed 
against EPA’S nine remedy selection criteria. At a minimum, alternatives 
retained for detailed analysis must meet the first two of these criteria: 
protection of human health and the environment and compliance with 
ARAR standards. WA views a remedy as protective if it adequately elimi- 
nates, reduces, or controls all current and potential risks posed through 
each pathway by the site. Controlling exposure to hazardous waste can 
also help to protect human health and the environment, for example by 
using certain engineering controls, such as a cap that covers the waste 
and deters infiltration by water that may cause contaminants to wash or 
migrate off site. Institutional controls, such as deed restrictions, may 
also be used to control exposure to waste remaining on site. Compliance 
with ARAM is a statutory requirement that must be met unless a waiver 
is invoked. 

The next five remedy selection criteria are balancing factors used to 
weigh major tradeoffs among remedial alternatives: long-term effective- 
ness and permanence; short-term effectiveness; reduction of toxicity, 
mobility, or volume; implementability; and cost. Long-term effectiveness 
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and permanence address risk remaining at the site after remedial alter- 
natives have been completed and focus on the effectiveness of engineer- 
ing and institutional controls that will be used to manage remaining risk. 
Short-term effectiveness focuses on potential effects on human health 
and the environment during the construction and implementation of the 
remedial alternatives. Reduction of toxicity, mobility, or volume 
addresses the statutory preference for remedies that treat wastes by 
considering the actual reduction in toxicity, mobility, or volume of con- 
taminants achieved by the remedial actions taken. Implementability 
addresses the technical and administrative feasibility of implementing 
an alternative and the availability of services and materials required for 
its implementation. Finally, cost includes all construction, operation, and 
maintenance costs incurred over the life of the project. The final two 
remedy selection criteria, state and community acceptance, are an ongo- 
ing concern throughout the remedial process, but are generally formally 
addressed in the Record of Decision after comments have been received 
on the proposed remedial alternative. 

Technologies for Managing Several approaches can be used for managing hazardous waste: dispos- 

Hazardous Waste ing of it on land, destroying or changing it, immobilizing it, or separating 
it from soil, water, or other waste. With land disposal, a common 
approach, the hazardous waste is placed in a pit-or landfill that has been 
lined and covered to prevent waste from leaking out and water from 
getting in. Although land disposal may be the least expensive remedy, 
the waste may remain hazardous and eventually leak out. 

The 1986 Superfund amendments state that permanent treatment meth- 
ods are to be favored over land disposal, although they may still require 
some land disposal of the treated residue. Techniques that destroy or 
change wastes include thermal treatment, such as incineration, and neu- 
tralization, which chemically changes the waste to make it harmless, or 
nearly so. Techniques to immobilize waste put it into a solid form so that 
it is easier to handle and less likely to move into the surrounding envi- 
ronment. Solidifying agents, such as fly ash or cement, are mixed with 
the waste, causing it to solidify and be chemically bound to the ash or 
cement. 

Another alternative-separating wastes from the soil, water, or other 
waste in which they are found-allows the waste to be recycled, 
destroyed, immobilized, or buried. Techniques used to separate wastes 
include air stripping, precipitation, and soil washing or flushing. Air 
stripping forces the chemicals out of water by pushing air through it. 
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Precipitation uses a material that will attract the hazardous chemicals in 
liquid hazardous waste, cause them to bind to the material, and form 
large particles that can then be removed. Soil washing involves mixing 
soil with a cleaning liquid in a tank so that the contaminants dissolve in 
the liquid, which is then collected and treated. Soil flushing, a similar 
approach, occurs right in the ground. Liquid is repeatedly passed 
through the soil and collected in pipes or wells at the base of the con- 
taminated area until the soil is clean enough to leave in place. 
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As discussed in chapter 1, to address the review objectives, we used 
three evaluation techniques: (1) on-site review of cleanup programs in 
seven states, (2) questionnaires sent to all states to gather information 
on their non-N% site cleanup activities, and (3) an evaluation of cleanup 
remedies at 17 non-NPL sites in the seven states we visited. The last two 
of these techniques warrant further explanation and are discussed in 
detail below. 

Questionnaires for 
States 

We developed a questionnaire to gather data on all states’ progress, 
techniques used, funding sources for cleaning up non-NPL sites, and 
views on deferring listing of certain potential NPL sites as proposed in a 
recent policy change. We discuss questionnaire results in the report and 
present them in appendix III. Our approach is explained in the following 
sections. 

Questions Addressing A major objective of the questionnaire was to gather data on progress 

States’ Progress on states are making in cleaning up non-NPL sites. We asked states to give 

Confirmed and Suspected us the number of confirmed or suspected non-NPL sites they have identi- 

Sites 
fied that have completed various stages of cleanup. States’ responses to 
these questions are shown in appendix IV. 

During our testing of the questionnaire, state officials told us they 
would not have some of these data available and would not be able to 
answer some of these questions. Therefore, we asked the states to indi- 
cate in the questionnaire when they did not have data available to 
respond to questions. Some states estimated their answers rather than 
give us exact counts of their number of sites, and we included these 
answers in the totals. 

After getting states’ responses, we calculated the number of sites that 
need attention. Forty-seven states identified a total of 49,810 potential 
or confirmed IIOn-NPL hazardous waste sites, with responses ranging 
from 0 sites in Nevada to 25,000 sites in California. (Alaska, Hawaii, and 
Oregon officials could not estimate the number of sites in their states.) 
Thirty-nine states further provided data showing that 21,618 of these 
sites have been determined to need no cleanup action, leaving a balance 
of 28,192 sites needing some attention. Because 8 of the 47 states that 
provided their total number of sites could not tell us how many of those 
sites required no action, the number of sites that need attention in rela- 
tion to the number of suspected and confirmed sites that states reported 
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may be overstated. Also, of those sites that states indicated need atten- 
tion, an unknown number will not need to be cleaned up, since not all 
suspected sites actually contain hazardous waste. 

The number of sites reported includes some sites regulated under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and some petroleum sites, 
even though they usually are not handled under the federal Superfund 
program. In requesting these numbers from states, we asked them to 
exclude when possible those sites that are being cleaned up under this 
act’s corrective action authority. We also asked states to exclude sites 
that have only petroleum contamination. However, they often do not 
distinguish between RCRA, petroleum, or other types of sites on their 
lists. Therefore, many states included these in the numbers they 
submitted. 

Based on state comments, we recognize that states may not have 
included information on all known or suspected sites or all activities on 
those sites. For example, Minnesota did not include sites unless they 
were confirmed, since officials do not list them on the state list until 
confirmed. California’s response indicates that state officials used infor- 
mation available at their main office and did not review regional office 
files for additional data on the current status of sites they reported. 
Also a state’s site list can change daily, particularly since some states 
are in the process of developing their lists and assessing sites. 

Questions on States’ 
Scored Non-NPL Sites 

In addition to the questions discussed above, we asked the states about 
their progress on sites that scored less than 28.5 (the minimum score for 
inclusion on the NPL) on WA'S Hazard Ranking System. We selected this 
group of sites because (1) they provided a list of specific sites about 
which we could ask questions on status and (2) EPA officials had said 
that, after the NPL sites, these sites were probably the worst sites in 
terms of risks to humans and the environment. 

At our request, EPA extracted the list of sites that CERCLE indicated had 
been scored-a total of 1,003 sites as of May 27, 1988. We later 
excluded 36 of these sites because they were proposed or on the NPL in 
June 1988. We excluded an additional 52 sites that had actually not 
been officially scored according to several states and an EPA region. We 
also removed 46 other sites for which states were unable to provide any 
indication of whether there has been any action beyond scoring. It is 
possible that some of the sites on which states had no information may 
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have had some or all necessary remedial action completed.’ After 
removing sites proposed for or on the KPL, sites that were not scored, 
and sites for which states were unable to provide us information, the 
data base contained 867 sites. 

We supplied states the names and identification numbers of the scored 
sites and requested that they tell us whether further action had been 
taken beyond scoring. If so, we requested information on activities on 
these sites. Results from this portion of the questionnaire are discussed 
in chapter 2. 

We also asked states for the scores of these sites. However, 19 states 
supplied scores for a total of only 402 (46 percent) of the 867 sites. 
Some of the scores were “0”; however, that does not indicate that no 
problem existed, since sites with some contamination can score “0” 
because the contamination is not an immediate threat to public health. 

Additional Questions To determine how states are financing cleanup actions, we asked them 
what portion of sites received at least some funding from potentially 
responsible parties. We gave them five categories to select, each succes- 
sive category representing an additional 20 percent of the sites. We 
asked the question for sites where (1) an interim response was under- 
way or completed and (2) remedial action was completed, underway, or 
being designed. Results of these questions are discussed in chapter 2. 

We also asked states questions on 

l the portion of sites that receive some funding from responsible parties 
(discussed in ch. 2); 

. the extent to which 12 types of federal assistance would help or hinder 
states’ cleanup of non+PL sites (funding assistance is discussed in ch. 2 
and other assistance in ch. 3); 

l their willingness to accept responsibility for cleaning up sites that could 
qualify for the NPL, as EPA proposed in its recent draft National Contin- 
gency Plan changes (discussed in ch. 4); and 

l any comments on the benefits or problems a deferral policy might create 
for them or for hazardous waste cleanup in general (discussed in ch. 4). 

‘We have no information, for example. on 37 sites in Michigan. Michigan officials could probqde us 
with information on sites with activity in progress but could not provide us with a list of completed 
sites. It is possible that some of the Michigan sites on which we have no information are cleaned up. 
Rather than present a lower percentage of completed sites than might actually be the case. we chose 
to delete the sites without information from our data base. 
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Questionnaire 
Methodology 

We pretested the questionnaire in six states and revised it as necessary 
after each test. On September 9, 1988, we mailed the questionnaires to 
all states, addressing them to the state contacts that the Association of 
State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials provided. Most 
were returned by the end of October 1988; the remaining questionnaires 
were returned by the end of February 1989. As necessary, we called 
states to clarify responses. 

Analysis of Cleanup 
Remedies at Selected 
Non-NPL Sites 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

We used a case study approach to understand better how the states we 
visited set standards for and select remedies at their non+pL sites, 
Before selecting sites for review, we set criteria for the cases-that the 
sites were non-NPL sites (i.e., not listed on or proposed for the KPL) and 
that a cleanup remedy, although not necessarily in progress or com- 
pleted yet, had to be selected for the site. We also established some pre- 
ferred features, that the site 

was in the group of scored CERCLE sites that we asked about on the 
questionnaire; 
was a more serious site and therefore more closely paralleling problems 
at NPL sites; 
posed a potentially serious threat to human health and the environment; 
had complex cleanup problems, such as an impact on groundwater; 
had its cleanup remedy selected after January 1,1987, when the 1986 
Super-fund amendments’ new federal standards became effective; 
contributed to a diversity of different types of cleanups; 
had been overseen under state hazardous waste site authority, rather 
than other state environmental authority; and 
had been documented so that a thorough analysis of the cleanup could 
be made. 

Using these criteria and state knowledge of sites, we tried to select three 
sites in each of the seven states. However, only one site in Oregon and 
two sites in Virginia and Indiana met the criterion of having a cleanup 
remedy selected. There were other sites in these states where simple 
removal actions had been taken, but they either did not present a com- 
plex remediation problem or they were only a part of the site’s cleanup 
plan, which had not been finalized. Additionally, individual sites we 
selected did not always adhere to all preferred features. For example, 
some remedies were selected prior to January 1, 1987. 
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For each of the 17 sites, we gathered information on (1) the size and 
extent of contamination, (2) the chemicals involved and their concentra- 
tions, (3) the potential exposure routes of the chemicals, (4) the cleanup 
standards that were established, (5) alternative remedial actions consid- 
ered, (6) the remedial action selected, (7) cost estimates for alternatives 
considered, (8) the source of funding, (9) the cleanup’s estimated com- 
pletion time, and (10) the long-term operation and maintenance required 
by the remedy. Using this information, we evaluated the standards used 
to determine how they compare with standard EPA procedures for NPL 
sites. In situations where no specific chemical standards were estab- 
lished, we evaluated the state process to assess risk and set site-specific 
levels, and compared it with EPA’S process. 

After we prepared a draft of a detailed case analysis of each site, we 
presented it for review to EPA officials in the Office of Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response and the Office of Health and Environmental 
Assessment and a representative from the Environmental Defense F’und. 
Chapter 3 includes the comments by EPA and EDF officials on the cases. 
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U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
SURVEY OF STATES: CLEANUPS OF NON-NPL HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. General Accounting Office 
(GAO), an independent agency of the U.S. 
Congress, is trying to determine the 
progress being made in cleaning up 
hazardous waste sites not on the 
National Priorities List (NPL). Federal 
Superfund legislation gives the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
responsibility for remedlal actions at 
priority (NPL) sites but does not SIY 
who is responsible for the rrmalning, or 
non-NPL, sites. Congress asked GAO to 
collect this information from the 50 
states since It is not available 
elsewhere. Only with your cooperrtlon 
will we be able to drpfct fully the 
status of these non-NPL sites. 

This questionnaire is one of two parts 
to our survey. It asks overall 
questions about your state. The 
enclosed yellow sheets cover specific 
hazardous waste sites In your state. If 
your state does not have any non-NPL 
sites In that category, you will 
complete only this questionnaire. 

Many questions in this survey can be 
answered by simply checking a box. 
Others require that you provide data, 
such as numbers of sites in various 
cleanup stages. If any such numerical 
data are unavailable, please alert us by 
writing an "X" in the answer space where 
instructions below indicate. 

please return the survey in the enclosed 
envelope within 10 days, if possible. 
If YOU have any auestlons. call Carol 
Patey of our Boston Regional Office at 
(617) 565-7575. 

If the attached envelope becomes 
separated from the survey, please return 
the completed survey to: 

Carol Patey 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
10 Causeway St., Room 575 
Boston, MA 02222 

(l-2) 
l(3) 

IBs3Q8 ( 4-9) 

STATE: 

CONTACT NAME: 

PHONE: ( ) 

SECTION 1: STATE PROGRESS 
IN CLEANING UP NON-NPL SITES 

WI would llkr to document your state's 
progress in Idrntffying and clarning up 
hazardous waste sites. In this srctlon 
we rrqurrt information on the total num- 
ber of non-NPL sltas in your state and 
overall progress In cleaning up these 
sites. The enclosed yellow sheets ask 
for additional information on specific 
non-NPL sites from EPA's Comprehenslve 
Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability InformatIon System (CERCLIS) 
data base. The sites on the yellow 
sheets received ftnal Hazard Ranking 
Scores before May 27, 1988. 

1. How many non-NPL hazardous waste 
sites has your state currently 
identified? Please count both potential 
and confirmed sites you have identified. 
If possible, exclude sites that 1) have 
only petroleum contamination, or 2) are 
being cleaned up under RCRA corrective 
action authority. (IF NONE, ENTER "0" 
AN0 SKIP TO 6; IF DATA UNAVAILABLE. 
ENTER "X") 

A. NON-NPL SITES: 4g,810 (10-19) 
:1=47 

-6. Approximately what percent of 
these sites are petroleum only 
sites (such as those excluded 
from federal Superfund money)? 

E&o to sag (20-22) 
:;ledian=l 

-C. Approximately what percent of 
these sites are handled under 
RCRA authority? 

N=40 
R?ngeo to 100 x (23-25) 
?aan=j. 5 
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-. +ow many oi txse non-rQL :.tes 
?uestlcn 1A) are c:rrenr:y “stea .n 

:ERCLiS? (ENTER NUMBER; :F NONE. ENTER? 
/I n,, 

- I IF DATA UNAVAILASLE. 3TER "Y") 
(26-35) 

21,674 

N=37 
sites 

3. Of your state's Identified non-NPL sites rroorted in Curstlon 1A. how amny are 
'n each bf the following stages of evaluation or cleanup? (IF NONE, ENTER "U'-, AND 
SKIP TO 6; IF DATA UNAVAILABLE. ENTER "!?I) 

(36-85) 

STATUS OF NON-NPL SITES 

a. Uamyerassessea 
[site nas not yet been assessed and has had no cleanup 
activity] 

6,668 
N=4S 

sites 

b. b u repuired 
(state has determinea that site needs no cleanup] 21,618 sites 

x=39 

STATUS OF NON-NPL SITES 

.I 

NUMBER OF SITES UHERE 
ACTIVITY IS.uyoERwAY 

C. llminary 
[analysis of%%% information about a known or 18,645 sites 
suspected hazardous waste site or release to detanalne if N=45 

1 

d. tidmuUw&n 
[the process following preliminary assrssmcnt designed to 
collect more extensive data on a hazardous waste site and 
determine need for response actlon;includes visual 

7,776 sites 
N=42 

e.!AaW.Umtiuenforccncnt -am 
[a potentlally responsible party (PRP) 4s a party 
legally rcsponslble for funding clranup actlvltles] 

4,006 -sttrs 
N=41 

(QUESTION 3 CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 
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(QUESTION 3 CONTINUED) ( 4-43 

STATUS OF NON-NPL SiTES 

f. interi? resoonsg gnaemu x ccmDietea 
L YUM~ OF u 

I 
[short-term actions L- - - ._ ~. __-- 
eliminate release or threatenea release: --includes &&ncv 1 - 

- - 

It a site to minimize. stebiliza. or I 1,699 sites 
N=40 - - 

‘es 0 se o maraw cleauo actlvitfes? l 

I 
%A!lYccnedmactfonairnnrnaU~~ 

[the phase following the remedial Investigation and 1,049 $1 tes 
feasibility study; technical drawing and speciflcatlons are N=43 
davei- far the wnt r-1 

h. A.uY-xastlrtldUti~~eomDlctcd 
[long-term actions to pravrnt or mlnlmlze the 
migration of uncontained hazardous substances] 

760 sites 
N=42 

'. al-mrctlon- 
jrrmeaial action may oe considerea completed when no further 1,736 sites 
site action is needed or when the only further activltles at N= 
a site are long-term monitoring or operatlon/mrlntenance] 

4. Of the sites where an m a 
m is underway or completed 
(Ourstlon 3f), what percent of these 
sltrs receive at least some funding from 
PRPs. parties who are liable for cleanup 
costs? (CHECK ONE) 

(44) 

1. [ ] 0-20x 

2. [ ] 21-40x 

3. [ ] 41-60x 

4. [ ] 61-m% 
2 

4 
5. [ ] Bl-100% 

- 

19 
6. [ ] Don't know 

- 

A 

5. Of the sites where m m 
Is completed, underway, or being 
designed (QuestIons 39, 3h, and 31), 
what percent of these sites receive at 
least $0~ fundlna from PRPs. ~artlrs 
who are liable for cleanup costs? 
(CHECK ONE) 

(45) 

1. [ ] o-20% 

2. [ ] 21-40x 

3. [ ] 41-60% 

4. [ ] 61-80% 

5. [ ] 81-100% 

6. [ J Oon't know 

t+=47 N=40 
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Appendix III 
Survey of States: Cleanups of Non-NPL 
Hazardous Waste Sites 

?.I=49 

!I=50 

::=50 

1:=50 

:i=jO 

X=50 

S=50 

!I=49 

I+50 

x=50 

‘I=50 

s=so 

N=9 

:. 3elow ~5 a list of cossrble ways that the federal government could provide help 
13 szaces for cleaning uo non-NPL sites. ?lease indicate unether you oeiieve each 
:ype oi assistance nouid generaily nelo or hinder your state’s cleanup of non-NPL 
jltes. (CHECK CNE FOR EACH TYPE SF ASSISTANCE) 

(46-M) 

NEITHER 
HELP HELP HINDER 

STRONGLY SOME- NOR SOME- STRONGLY OON'T 
HELP WHAT HINOER WHAT HINDER KNW 

i. Training on EPA's orocess for 
identlfiing cleanup standards (ARARs1 1 18 19 11 1 0 1 

m. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 
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Survey of States Cleanupa of Non-NFL 
H8Mrdoue WMte sites 

7 / Gtvcn your state's orojected 
-esources for cieanuo of non-t4PL 
iazardous waste sites, how long do you 
estimate It will take your state to 
; iean up all non-NPL sites that are 
currently identifiea? (CHECK ONE) 

( 59) 

0 1. - ; ] Less than 5 years 

6 2. [ ] 5-10 years - 

2 3. [ ] 11-15 years 

14. [ ] 16-20 years 

2 5. [ ] 21-50 years 

7 6. [ ] Ovrr 50 - years 

20 7. [ ] DON'T KNOW/ CANNOT SAY 

17 - 
9 - 

SECTION 2: CHOOSING CLEANUP REMEDIES 

This section covers the types of cleanup 
rcmeaies your state has chosen for 
non-NPL sites. 

a. Of the non-NPL sites your state 
reported in Qurstlon IA. how many have 
had cleanup-renedler chosen? (I$ NONE, 
ENTER "0' AND SKIP TO 11; IF DATA 
UNAVAILABLE. ENTER "X") 

( 60-69) 

1,450 
ti=3a 

sl tes 

9. Of the sites you reported In 
Ourstfon 8, approximately what percent 
of these sites are betng cleaned up 
under RCRA corrrctive authority? (CHECK 
ONE) 

(70) 

1. [ ] None 

2. [ ] 0-15x 

0 3. [ ] 16-30x 

4 4. [ ] 31-45% 

1 5. [ ] 46-60x 

1 6. [ ] 61-75X 

2 7. [ ] 76-90x 

_I a. [ 1 91-100s 

1 9. [ ] Don’ t know 

?I=40 
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Appendix III 
Survey of States: Cleanups of Non-NPL 
H8?Arlious waste sites 

X=46 

943 

N=45 

X=46 

S=46 

I,!=46 

ET=46 

X=28 

N=46 

It==46 

N=46 

!I=46 

‘n -.. Zurlng fqscal year i987, ?A summarized the types of cleanuo remedies chosen for 
'.PL sites on a cnart s:mllar to me one below. Please estimate now many times your 
state nas usea eacn cieanuo remeay h non-NPL w. Since a site may havr required 
xitlole remeaies. the total numoer of remeaies may exceed the number of sites 
-'eanea uo. (CHECK CNE C,JR EACH CATEGORY) _ 

(71-82) 

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF NON-NPL 
SITES USED; NO 

100 ESTIMATE 
OR AVAIL- OON'T 

NONE l-10 11-25 26-99 MORE ABLE KNOW 

Incrneratron/Thermal Treatment / a. 23 16 110 3 1 5 

Tecnnologies 1 b. Solidification 28 9 II0 0 1 6 

c. Stabillration/ 
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Appendix Ill 
Survey of States: Cleanup of Non-NPL 
HaMrdous waste sites 

SECTION 3: 3EFERRAL 

-he questions in this section aadress 
your state's reactfons to EPA's prooosal 
-5 aefer, or aelay, .isting sites on the 
UPL. EPA currently defers the iisting 
:i some NPL sites to ailow them to De 
zleanea up under other autnorities, such 
as RCRA. EPA proposes to defer 
additlonal NPL sites if state cleanup 
Drograms can aadress the aeferrea sites. 
EPA would lfmlt such deferrals to states 
dith cleanup authorltfes, enforcement 
Powers, and resources. EPA recognizes 
that state cleanups under the deferral 
policy may not fallow EPA reouiraments 
and that cleanup standards may vary. 

1:. Assume that a responsible party 
lfable for a site's cleanup costs can be 
:ocated for a site. How willing is your 
state to acceot resoonsibflity for 
cleanino UD some deferrea sites that 
dould otherwise be listed on tne NPL? 
(CHECK ONE) 

(83) 

:2. Assume that a resoonsible party 
liable for a site's cleanup costs w 
be found for a site. +iow willing is 
your state to accept resoonsibillty for 
cieanina UD some deferrea sites that 
would otherwise be listed on the NPL? 
(CHECK ONE) 

(84) 
4 1. [ ] Very willing to accept - 

a 2. [ ] Somewhat willing to accept 2 

4 3. [ ] Uncertain - 

7 4. [ ] Somewhat unwilling to accept - 

26 5. [ ] Very unwilling to accapt - 

950 

13. goes your state havs the resources 
to fund some cleanups for sites with no 
responsible party? (CHECK ONE) 

(85) 

26 1. [ ] Very wllllng to accept 11 1. [ ] Oeffnitely yes - 

14 2. [ ] Somewhat willing to accept 13 2. [ ] Probably yes _ 

4 3. [ ] Uncertain 2 3. [ ] Uncertain - 

0 4. [ ] Somewhat unwilling to accept 1 4. [ ] Probably not - 

6 5. [ ] Very unwilling to accept g 5. [ ] Oeffnitely not - 

N=50 :1=50 
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Appendix Ill 
Survey of States: Cleanups of Non-NPL 
Hazardous Waste Sitm 

, _T. :lease comment aoout the oenefits or proplems a deferral policy might create for 
:our state or <or hazaraous waste cieanuo ln generai. 

(86) 

N=39 

15. The Congress also expressed interest In information about municipal solid waste 
landfills and industrial nonhazardous solld waste, which we ~111 address in a future 
project. For our purposes, industrial nonhazardous waste includes wastes fro= 
constructlon. agriculture, mlnlng, and oil and gas drllllng and productlon. If 
possible, please provide the following information concerning the primary contact 
within your state for each of the two areas. 

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE INOUSTRIAL NONHAZARDOUS WASTE 

Name: 

Title: 

Unit: 

Address: 

Phone: 
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Appendix Ill 
!%uvey of States Cleanups of Non-NPL 
HazArdotM waste sites 

15. 'hank you for your nelo. 2lease 
aaa any comments oelow. :f your state 
aiso received yellow sheets, please 
comolete and return them with tnis 
ouestionnaire. 

*zf: ?89408:9/88 

(87) 
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U.S. GLNERAL ACCOUNTING OFFlCt 
SURVEY 131 STATES: NON-NPL SITE STAIUS 

Pago. 01 SLctI~~~ 

The hazardous baste sites Listed below ae imluded ial CtRClIS. EPA’s database. as sites in yaw stat* that 
have boon scorrd usln 
for or on the Natlena ? 

CPA’s Hazard Ratking S stm. 
Priority list. WC uou d I 

According to EPA. thase pwtlcular rltor are not proposed 

for yottr stat.. 
like to find out the prasont status of theso “non-NPL. sites 

Ploaro provido InformatIon for each site included on thls quostlonnalro. For doflnitions of 
theso catagorlos, please rofw- to pages 2-3 of the ulaito questlonnalro es noodod. 
response or romodial actiutt 

r 
bmidos scori,l 

If a site has had no interim 

next sito. Information on P A removals at 
Lother then EPA removal), check 

t i: 
,NO” in Column C and go on to the 

ese sites uill bo obtained from CERCLIS. 
should be on tho HP1 or If you hwa additional comments on a sita, 

If you believe this slto 
ploaso wito thor In tha box belou the rlto. 

1. The EPA database identiflom sites as having scwas finalized by 
EPA. Hw many ADOIlIOI(Al sites ?ror your state have hazard rrnkln 
have boon finalirod by CPA? (IF NONE, ENTER l O”i IF DATA UNAUAILA il 

stores that 
LE. EWTEA “X”l 

additional sites 

(FOR COLUHN A, FILL IN NUHAER. FOR COLUliNS C INROUGH H, CIRCLE CORRECT ANSWER INSIDE EACN IOX.) 

(Ai) 
.---___-__-__-_--__-______ 

Slto Naao end EPA ID 
.-------me ------,--------.-- 

(Identilying mfonnatio~ 
on scecific sites was 
suplied here.) 

.---_---------_----------- 
commm ON ABOVE SITES 

CD) 

EPA 
Nazard 
ranking 

SCOCO 

(Cl 
-----~____-_-____ 

An l ctivit 
bos des SCOT r r 

tothw then 
ng 

EPA removal) 
------_---_-_____ 

(0) 
---__--_- _--. 

Source of 
f”;f;Lg”f or 

sctivit 835 0 
---- _-___---. 

(El (F) 

1ntsrim Any romodlal 
rosponr. actlon 
undoruay or 
corplotod 

plannln or 
doslgn egun E 

------------ ____-__-_-____ 

YES 

NO 
I 

YES 

NO 

(G) 

A”Y 
remmdl al 
sction 
started 

YES 

NO 

(Ii) .-__-__--. 
Lll notes- 
,.I- 

r 
roro- 

lla acttc: 
corp1atac 

.---_---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CDIWENTS ON ABOVE SITE: 

.--_______-____--__-____________________------~------. 

I I 
YES --‘:;\‘,;~T 

NO -->GO TO 
NEXT SITI 

.---------_------------------------------------------- 

cWW!NTS ON AIOYC SITEI 

----i;:; 1 ::’ 1 ::’ 1 ES 1 ::’ _____-___-____-------------------------------------- -- 

L 



Appendix IV 

Status of Non-NPL Sites as Reported by States 

Number of Sites 
PRP’ 

State 
Alabama 
Alaska 

Preliminary Site 
negotiations/ 
enforcement Interim Remedial action 

assessment investigation actions response Planning or Started but 
Needing underway/ underway/ underway/ underway/ design not 
attention completed completed completed completed begun completed Completed 

500 487 136 c b 0 0 C 
b b b b b b 6 

Anzona 453 216 93 b 0 b b 

Arkansas 108 286 192 6 9 2 24 8 

Calrfornra 6.654 300 b b b b b 174 

Colorado 361 361 330 48 20 0 28 i 

Connectrcut 560 495 60 158 8 108 b 5c 
Delaware 160 180 95 1 0 0 0 -c 

Flonda 821 795 269 332 64 49 b 1E 

Georaia 628 675 147 152 138 20 8 115 

Hawaii b 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 

Idaho 164 142 49 6 6 0 0 C 

Illinois 224 154 100 50 20 90 50 36 
Indiana 1.400 1.200 400 11 10 0 4 5 

Iowa 164 77 71 18 3 16 9 2 

Kansas 314 63 48 19 10 22 32 26 

Kentucky 250 400 100 50 30 40 10 20 

Louisiana 257 485 338 28 8 10 5 0 
Marne 117 108 83 29 10 3 3 7 

Maryland 254 267 89 54 41 32 18 19 

Massachusetts 1,725 300 400 700 300 200 100 250 

Michraan 1,667 1.598 288 844 661 90 90 
Mrnnesota 117 117 18 24 8 23 16 28 

Missrssrppi 300 311 73 12 6 0 0 0 

Missouri 446 827 389 11 15 7 7 34 
Montana 132 49 39 18 14 2 0 C 

Nebraska 38 13 11 4 5 1 1 C 
Nevada 0 b b b b b b 

400 b b b 100 70 60 1c 

3,006 2,725 1,575 689 73 35 186 75: 

495 240 185 34 15 12 21 C 

New 
Hampshire 

New Jersey 

New Mexico 

New York 1,039 1,085 
North Carolina 758 680 

North Dakota 21 44 

Ohio 700 850 

821 307 
146 0 

18 0 

b 10 

b 120 
1 4 

4 0 

20 0 

20 84 
0 2c 

4 C 

0 (contrnued 
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Appendix IV 
Statue of Non-NPL Sites aa Reported 
by States 

Number of Sites 

State 

PRP. 
negotiations/ 

Preliminary Site enforcement interim Romediri action 
assessment investigation actions response Planning or Started but 

Needing underway/ underway/ underway/ underway/ design not 
attention COmDleted completed COmDleted COfIIDleted beaun completed Completed 

Oklahoma 

Oregon 
Pennsvlvanra 

30 25 25 
b b b 

1.100 890 352 

7 
b 

b 

1 0 0 0 
b ti b D 

b b b b 

Rhode Island 280 205 0 37 b b b b 

South Carolina 42 44 b 3 10 1 0 2 

South Dakota 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 

Tennessee 755 692 400 100 20 12 5 36 

Texas 88 28 4 19 6 0 0 0 

Utah 164 144 69 0 19 2 1 1 

Vermont 241 114 44 50 12 8 7 1 

Virainia 150 400 100 20 10 5 5 2 

Washinaton 506 b b 166 2 15 10 7 

West Virginia 299 299 113 b 20 0 0 6 

Wisconsin 223 173 70 54 b 50 30 20 

Wvomina 86 100 15 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals 28.192 18.845 7,778 4,006 1,899 1,049 760 1,738 

aPotentrally responsrble party 

blndicates that the state did not provrde data to answer the question in the questicnnerre. 

CNew Jersey’s questionnaire response stated that these figures do not represent cumulative numbers 
for its total historical cleanup program, which extends back to 1980; if cumulative numbers were 
included, figures would be larger. 
Source: State responses to our questionnaire 
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Examples of Two Case Studies of State 
Cleanup Decisions 

This appendix contains brief descriptions of two of our case study sites, 
describing contaminant concentrations, planned cleanup levels, remedie5 
selected, funding sources, and, where available, cost estimates. We 
selected these two case studies as examples of diverse cleanups from 
urban and rural sites in two different states. 

Case Study 1 Site 1 is a former stain manufacturing facility that operated for over a 
century in an industrial area on a coastal river bank. The site contains 
buildings, above-ground storage tanks, paved parking areas, and vacant 
land. More than half of the approximately g-acre site is contaminated, a.\ 
is the groundwater. 

The site presents health and environmental threats through several 
exposure routes: direct human contact, dust, groundwater contamina- 
tion, and periodic discharges to the nearby river, which is saline. Haz- 
ardous contaminants present include phenols, volatile organic 
compounds, metals, and other contaminants. 

The interim remedy planned involves air stripping and carbon adsorp- 
tion to remove groundwater contamination, capping of the site with con- 
crete, deed restrictions, and groundwater monitoring while allowing a 
minimum of 15 years for the development of a permanent solution. Air 
stripping will continue until contaminants are below detection limits or 
the system no longer removes appreciable additional levels of contami- 
nation. Soil treatment for this site had not been planned as of January 
1989, but may be included in the eventual permanent remedy. Cleanup 
costs estimated at about $660,000 to $764,000 over 5 years will be 
funded by the single responsible party and also by the site’s buyer. 

Case Study 12 Site 12 concerns the cleanup and closure of a rural mining null that used 
cyanide to leach gold from crushed ore. The mining process left ponds 
containing fine waste rock, cyanide liquid, and some gold residue. The 
state issued a notice of noncompliance and order of suspension of oper- 
ating permit in 1985 after repeated violations of state laws and operat- 
ing permit requirements by discharging cyanide solution and not 
submitting water quality test results. The primary contaminant is cya- 
nide, which threatens groundwater and wells in the area. 

Cleanup, which was completed in 1986, involved neutralization of cya- 
nide solution with calcium hypochlorite, followed by land application of 
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Appendix V 
Jhamplet3 of Two cuse studies of state 
Cleanup Decisions 

the neutralized solution to area soils via irrigation equipment. Neutral- 
ized solution met state water quality criteria of 0.05 milligrams per liter 
for cyanide. After a series of tests on area soils to determine appropriate 
application rates, approximately 733,000 gallons of neutralized solution 
were applied to surrounding land. About 4,800 cubic feet of sediment 
were also consolidated, stabilized, and encapsulated in a lined pond, 
which was then graded over and planted with native grasses. Funding 
for cleanup activities derived from the mine owner’s performance bond 
and an insurance policy that covered environmental liability. After pay- 
ment of $305,000, the responsible party and insurance company 
received an unconditional release of liability from the state. 
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Appendix VI 

Major Contributors to This Report 

Resources, 
Community, and 

Peter F. Guerrero, Associate Director, (202) 252-0600 
Lawrence J. Dyckman, Assistant Director 
James F. Donaghy, Assignment Manager 

Economic Bonnie Beckett-Hoffmann, Evaluator 

Development Division, 
Fran Featherston, Social Science Analyst 

Washington, DC. 

Boston Regional Office Carol L. Patey, Evaluator-in-Charge 
Julia C. Svendsen, Evaluator 
Lyle H. Lanier, Jr., Operations Research Analyst 

San Francisco 
Regional Office 

Doris Weber Jensen, Site Senior 
Francis Williams, Evaluator 
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